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Introduction
Raney's algoritLrn for computing the cont.inued fraction expansion of
(ax+b)/cx+d) fro{r Lhe conlinued fraction expansion of x \,/as first described
i- rrr
q
a r!,rJfs
simnle !r,re!l
hinrrw cr/wwrrrY
enr-crl i no Fnr r-nnf inrre,.l FraCtiOn
air
t rr\l t trr L.rcL IEr{!,
expansions is of fundamenEal impor tance. In some sense, the study of this
encoding - wnich is fully describeC in Sl below - is the unifying idea
The first five sections of the paper cover
'rh^a-l!,ih^ .hic
essent.ially the sane ground as [R], but adopt a Frspective in wtrich the
aloorithm ie fh.: .onLraf obiect of interest. As far as the mathematical
racrr'l f q a16 r.nn.orno.i t orty
--" \JL
^-:-:--1:!-'
lYl' crr r Ly :^ ^^nfineri
organisation, and the most. novel aspects of these

fo

orcsenf:fiOn
and
sections are concerned

wiEh the formulation and justification of the algorithm and its
derivetives. Of particular interest is the use of Dijkstrars guarded
conmand notation [Di], a formalisn iCeally suited for expressing Raney's
algorithun in its non-deterministic form (Algorithm 3.4).
The remaining sect.ions of the paper are only tangentially

related to

Faney's algorithm, and apparently have greater originality. The main
results are concerned \rith the encodings of continued fraction expansions
of guadratic irrationals. The analysis of a modified form of Raney's
algorilhm (Algcrith,n 6.4) shows that encoCings of positive guadratic
irrationals with a negative algebraic conjugate are purely periodic, and
that the period of this encding is palindrornic if and only if the
associated guadratic irrational is the sguare root of a rational. Some
elementary classical results on the periodicity of continued fraction
expansions (see Corrs 6.4.5 and 6"4.8) and on the solution of Pellrs
eguation (Prop.7.I) appear hcre in a slightly unusuaf perspective, and
provide evidence that Raneyrs encoding is a natural representation of
conti.nued fractions. In confirmation of this, the study of necessary and
sufficient. conditions for the palindromic periods of sguare roots of
rational nunbers to b€ of odd or even length leads to apparently nevr
results which relate the form of the continued fraction expansion of. l67E
to the sol-ubility of a 'generalised Pell's eguation' of the form:
Bxa - cyr = c (even length) or 2c (odd ]ength)
subject to BC=bc, and other constraints. (See Prop.ts 8.1 and 9.1). l'ihen
c=] and the encoding of J6- has palindromic period of even length, the case
B=b an<i C=1 is of special interes!, since it corresponds to the case rlfien
the nr.merical period of JE- has odd length. (See $7) .
Some elementary nunber-theoretic conseguences of these resufts are
explored in $10. The encodings of souare rooLs of primes are characLerised
(Cor.10.1.2), anC a classification of encodings of sguare roots of prducts
of the form pg, where p and q are prime. is also given. A relationship
betk'een the computation of the continued fracLion expansion of sguare roots
of integers and the problem of factorisation is also discussed, and a novel
heuristic facEorisation technigue is presented (Algorithm Ig.2). The
significant question in this context is vfiether, for large n, a multiplier
k can be chosen in such a way that the conputaLion of the periodic part of
{Ii- is a feasible cornputation leading to a non-trivial factorisation of kn.
In the spec ial case n=pc, where p and q are pr imes of the form 4t+3, the
feasibility of thc computaEion of the perioCic parL of Ji- would be
sufficient to guarantee that the factorisalion of n is feasible.
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$1. M

encod ing mechanism

for rJositive reals

first fivc seclions of this paper, vhich sre closely based on [R] .
arc concerned with the formulation and justification of Raney's algorithm
for the solution of the folloreing problem:
Given a real nunber x as a continued fraction, anC integers a.brcrd,
finC the continueu fraction expansion of (ax + b),/(cx + d) = y .
The

Notation:
----TEE-se

t of

non-negative real numbers, together withoo

by n*. If t1 is the 2x2 integer matrix:

witl be

denoted

(a
\c !\
o.l

then Mlxl rvill denote (ax+b)/(cx+d) . The map I'1[] is tben a homographic
Eransformation, and x and 11[x] are hornographica l]v
-----?he-Iass of 2x2 matrices M with non-negative felatecl.
integer entries and a
positive determinan! (respectively Positive determinant n) will be denoted
by P (respect.ively Prl ) . The matrices:

in P, will

0\
tI I\ and /1
\1 I]
[c rl

be denoted by U and

L respectivefy.

For reasons to be discussed later (see the Remark after Prop.2.l) , it
suffices to consider the problem of computing the continued fraction
expansion of y=l'l[x], where x is in F.P, anC ]1 is in P. In this case, y is
also in Rio. P€ney's soluEion to this problem makes essential use of an
encoding which assoliates with each element of lA' at least one infinite
string in the alphabet e = {u,I}
Tb definc Raney's, encoding, consider first Ehe map e:Ao +Or mapping
uolo uc . ,. (u or 1)z to [a;b,c ,...,2) ,
where a ) 0, and b,c,..,,2 > g. If p is an infinite string in the alphabet
A, and p. is the prefix consisting of the first n symbols of p, then
elementa ry" analys is witl show that e(p ) tends to a lirnit E(p) as n tends
to infinity (c.f. tDl p.88) . If A- denotes thc set of infinite strings in
the alphabel A, a mip E-: 46 -> Ro is defined in this way. If x is in Rl and
E(p)=x, then p is an encoding of x.

Proposition l-II
lit

(ii)
(iii)

.rhF im>.'a nf P iS Fo
0,cs and all positive irrationals have a unigue encoding
A positive raEional bas precisely two encod ings, one having

Iud , lhe other ulo.

suffix

Proof:

non-terminating
lj )-and (ii) rf x is a positive irrational, it has a unique
cont.inued fracEion expansion [ao;a, ra. . ...1€16r ... l. (See tD] p.88-92).
Thus by elenentary analys

is:

x=Iim Ia";a,
hic€

,

...,arr] = E (u ar r4' uttt . .. ) .

If x=m,/nv.heremandnGz+, then x has a terminating continued
fracti.on expansion lao ia, ,.,. rak] , r"'here 8q131 r... rak are Ehe successive
quotienLs in Lhe division form of Euclid's algoriti'fi applied to the pair
(rn,n) , an'J ay ). 2. (See e.g. [K] p.3f6-320) . Thus
x = Iirl fao;a,r...rap,m]=lim laoiol t.'.rap-1 ,lrm]
)h +(r
+ d.
given
uoolot ... (u or rfk-'
by
concatenating
and x has lwo encocrings
"itr,
ulc" and I uN.
The above analysis cleals with all infinite strings in the alphabet A
111

other than

u@

arrl

1(D, which

are the encodings of

co and

0 resPcctively.

Rerna

rk :

x = m,/n r,frere m and n are positive integers, then L\c1id's algorithm
for conputirg g = GCD (mrn), in its subtraction form, generates a sequence
-Tf
of matrices 51rS1r...1Sg, where S;€{L,U}, such that
/ *\ = s, .." se/s\ "

If s; = (if 51

\ n/

\g/

= L then l-else u), then a simple extension of the

proof shows that. sr...sgul@ and s,...sglu@ are the two encodings of x.

above

t^nr 'l 1 I.

lE-p iE Tn A6, then:
(i) If F is obtained from p by interchang irg l ard u, then E(F) =

(ii) E(u.p) =1+E(p)
(iii) E(1.p) = E(p)/(1 +>1
E(p)) \< 1

(E(p) )-t

Proof:

-li-j- ff d. =.6, then [aoiarr...ra4 ]-l = [g;acra! , ,,.rd6), so that
[0;a,,...,anJ-' = [a,;61r...,a,.,]. Thuq, intercharg ing l and u in a string q
in A* gives Q such that e(Q = (e(q))-' . But then
ntF) =[Setpr,l

:

(e(pr)

f'=

(E(p) )-l

iT."
( To eliminate trivial argunents with limits, this proof may be paraphrased
" E(p) = [a;b,c,...] =>
(E(p))-r = if a ) 0 then [0;a,b,c,...] else [a;b.c,...] = E(p) "

this abbreviated form of argunent is used for (ii)
(ii) E(u.p) = [aib,c, ... ] vfiere a ) 0
=1+[a-1;brc,...]
= 1 + E(p)
(ii.i) Suppose E(1.p) = lbia,b,c, ...1 where a ) I
[a;b,c, ...]-'
Then E(p) = .l [0;a-1,brc, ...] if a ) I
([b;c, ...]
if a = 1
(E
(p)
Hence
)-r = fla-l;b,c, ...1 if a > I
LIO;b,c, ...1 if a = I
and E(l.p) = (1 + (E(p))-r)-'= E(p),/(l+E (p) ).

and

(iii) ).

(t

Lransformations anC related

!.1^-M r -r-\h i
^

rrralr'\6 r i r oc arf

2x2 matrices

P.rn€y's algoriLhm is based upon relationsirips betr^reen the homographic
lransfonnations defined by a 2x2 integer matrix 11 and the matrices Ul'l, LM,
,.'l' -i.: '.ar tc.p pr^n ? I and Aloorifh.n
"-l)_ The other fesults of this
secLion will be used to qive oualitaLivc information about the behaviour of
Algor iEhn 3.1,
Dr.\n ) 1.
:-::.tr':':'
-_Lef

Ii

be a 2x2 integer matrix, and xG no. Then

i) Ui'I [x] 1 + la [x]
(ii) u.ifxl == Ulr + 1/l'1[x] )
j.)
(

(ii

nU

(iv)

Proof

:

til

tll'l

ItL

txl = l'1[1 + x]
[x] = Pl [x,/ (1+x) ]

[x] = ((a + c1 x + (b + d) ),/(cx + d)
= 1 + (ax + b) ,/(cx + d)

= I + Ulxl
(ii) ul[x] = (ax + bl/l(a + c) x+b+dl = l/(r + I/rilxl)
(iii) llulx] = (ax + (a+b))i/(cx + (c + d)1 = (a(x+1) + b)/(c(x+l) + d)

(iv) l.ll[x] = ( (a+b)x + b)/((c+d)x + d)
= (ax + b(x+I)),2(cx + d(x+1) )
= (a(u-/ (I+x\ \ + b) / (c(x/ (1+x) )
=

M

+ d)

[x,z (1+x) ]

that Lhe general problem of computing
the continued fraction expansion of M[x] as originally presented can be
reduced to the case M € P und
R*. Such a reduction is- pioposed in [R] ,
"e
but this fails in special cases (e.9. a=d=0andb( 0, rvhen Step (e)
fails to achieve b >, 6) . (See Appendix 1).
Femark: Prop.2.I can be used

to

show

Prop.z.ztIetM=/a b\€
P
-l
-l
(i) U'11 € P (=) a)candbld
(ii) L-h€P(=) o^t^^^AltA
\ L a,,|J v \
(iii) I'iui€P<=> a)bandc)d
(iv) tll-r€ P <=> a(bandc(d
Proof:
/:r
\J,'

rt
rr.

- /,. I
cJ

f"nntrarcolrr

The proofs

ott\J LJ ,

ir

rr-\.r

of (ii),

v

(a-c Td) € P.
q\€P then H = /plr S+s\ where p and q are > 0.
\ r s/
sl

d, then

and

url4 =

(iv) are egually sinple.

Definition: I"et t1 e P. Then
M is row-balanced if neither u-'1.1 nor L-r1,1 is in P.
M is colunn-balanced if neither FlU-r nor l4ft is in p.
l"t is double-balanced if it is both row- and column-balanced.
I'lotation:

TilE-GGclasses of P consisting of row- 'column-, and double-balanced
maErices will be denoLeC by RB,CB, and DB respectively. For n > 0, the
notation RB" (respectively CBh, DBn) will be used to denote the subclass of
RB (resF€.cLively CB, DB) consisting of matrices of determinant n.
Lcnrna

Proo[:

2.3: t€L X,Y e P.
(i) xY €RB=>X€RB
(ii) xY 6 gg.=; Y€ CB

lll I rf neither
(i) is sirltilar.

xYU{ nor y,ytlt

is in P then neitlrer YU-r nor YL-r i.s in

P.

6Cor. 2.2.1: In the notation of Prop" 2.2:
- - (i) 1.1 is row-ba1anceO iit a)c and ri>b
(ii) I'i is colurnn-balanced iff a>b and d)c

Proof: Evident since ad-bc ) 0.
Cor

.

2.2 .2?

{ P.
(ii) If X 4.+ P then )(U or XL.(F
(iii) If x e P then U-'x or L-'x € P"
(iv) If X € P then XU'r or XL-'f P.
Proof: (i) Each element of X appears in UX or tX, and if X has a negative
entry then so also does Lx or lX. Moreover, det. Ux = det tX = deE X. The

-

tTi=r? x

P then r,x

or rx

e.

nrcrrf nf liil is similar.
(iii) Li'x and L''x € P => deE x = 0 by Prop. 2.2. The proof

similar.

of (iv) is

Cor. 2.2.3: IfX€Pthen
Til r,'x € p and rirxr. € P => t-rxl € cB
- (ii)
u-\ f e and u''xu 6 P => u{xu € cB

proof: (i). (r,'xt)l-'=f'x 4 p. But arso xr,u{ e (cor. 2.2,2 (ii))
{
$ p.
(ii) is sinilar

wtrence (rirxr,;u-'

Cor. 2.2.4r If

(i)

M €P then
has a canonical expression

of the form:
51 ... Sgl"ls where Ms€ RB, each S; = L or Ur and t > 0.
(ii) 14 has a canonicaL expression of the form:
Mc.T, Tr ... T" where Mc€CB, each T1 = L or U, anC s ) 0.
14

Sr

Proof: (i) If f"l e RB then -t=O. Otherwise, ej.ther U-rM or L-rM e P,
Elt-i'ot both, r"frence M = S(Srtt)
wheqe S = L or U, and S-rtl e P. But
stm of coefficients of s'' l,t < strm of coefficients of t4
5c "'"'
e q ' .. SrMn results from repeated
and a canonical factcricrr-i^h ^€ "M -"
extraction of refE f;;;;;;^;; it:
(ii) is similar.
Cor. 2.2.5: (i) If M € RB then Mc € oB
(ii) If I'l € CB then I',rR e DB
Proof: (i) lt = I'l c T and 14 6 RB => tlc e RD by L,emma 2.3
lglation: 'cap' will be used to denote the unigue map from the free monoid
At to q induced by defining cap(u) = U and cap(l) = L.
Cor. 2.2.6: "cap' is an isomorphism of monoids.
Proof

:

bB, = RE, = 63,
where

=l/1 6\l
It0 r/J

s,. = Jl if Si = L
(u if s; = u

its iustification
Faney's algorithm accepts as input an infinite strjng P in AF where
[(p) = xr and a matrix [i in P, and ouEpuLs q in A6, where E(o) = y, and
Ii [>:] = y. ?hus, if ;a = i a b\, then Raneyrs algorithm effectively computes
\c cl
the continued fraction expansion of (ax+b),/(cx+d) fror the continued
fracEion expansion of x. The algorithlln can conveniently be described in
the "guarded cor:nand " notation developcd by E.I'l.Dijkstra. (see e.9. tDil )"
Loo.c invariants are enclosed within parentheses ({..,i), and'in' and'outl
are used to denote the prefix of the input currently accepted and the
prefix of the output currently given, respectively.
S3. Iianey's algorithm end

,r

AlqoritLun 3.1

: "Faney's algorithn"

-1^
where x = [a;brc, ... ] );
< p := u*I'u'...
€
M := Ilci {r'i6 P}
do true ->
{ ne ->
- clo* li I'1c
= cap (out) .H]
{ .cap (in)
p
if U-t'j € -) <output 'u'); M := u
-B t-'t't € P -> <output ,1'); l,t ;= I;tl4
t"l

I1

od;
ctoR

lt e ne -)
t"lc.caP(in) cap(out) .li ]
({ read s, the=next slmbol of p );
:= MU
if s='u'-t
l"=']'+!l:=ML
fi

od
od

Before proving the correctness of Raneyrs a19or ithm it is necessary to
establisb basic facts about its behaviour. A priori, ' the algorithm might
accept input. indefinitely without giving an outpuL, for instance. Since
there are tr,o possible encodings of a rationaf nurber, there is also an a
priori possibility of nondeterminism in the output. (A possibility

i^- l^ 'r^i^r. a nonteterministic choice
:rimi f t-arl in niiksj-rrt^
rrvuaL.Lvll,
Lr q 5 -^!-!
lrr_J
^o
between alternatives in a do or if clause is made when more than ohe guard

is

true)

.

Since deL U = det L = 1, the determinant of I'1 is invariant under all
assignlnents to H in the algorithnr. As this fact suggests' there is a
relationship between the behaviour of Raney's algorithin and Lhe algebraic
properties of rnatrices in P lrith fixed determinant n > 0.
2.21 z For n ) 0:
(i) if tl € P'B'\,ceh or DBn then the trace of M, tr(M) \< n+l
and (ii) the classes RBh, CBh and DBh are finite.

car. 2.?.7 (to Prop.
Proof:

G)rE q\ € ns
\r s/
(ii) Cnly finitely

), b and Ps-gr = n
|.r-*l^\^
Y]C'IIIJ-ZY

). fr and n > ps- (pl) (s-1)

0ands)q )0andn>I}fs-l

many values r.F n .:nA c

satisfy n > prs-l

.

B

of Raneyrs algorittun v/i th input paraneq.ers
( i) There is no non-deEerminisn in loop t{.
-peff6-a-ndMeP:
( i i) Loop R can be iterated only finitely nany
times without output be irol
^ i.,^(iii) toop l.l can be iterated only finitely many times without input being
read.
(iv) lrhen loop W terminates, the next sy.nbol to be outprt is ambiguous. In
particular, the next outplt will be 'u' (resp. '1') if the subsequent input.
is 'u I (resp. '1 ').
Dr^|.r

1 ,.

T^ !-h6

execution

Suppose that det l'4 = n ) 0.
(i) Loop W gives output non-determ ini s t ical ly only if aL some
stage both t.i',rt and L'' t'1 are in P, wfrich is impossible by Co(. 2.2.2.
(ii) Since the assigrments M := MU and M := f4L both strictly
increase the determinant of M (again usirg det M + 0) r a sequence of k

Proof:

successive iterations of loop R !^/ithout output generates
matrices in RBo. Thus k is finite by Cor. 2.2.'1.

(iii)

(iv)

see cor. 2.2.3 (ii)
On termination of loop

l{,

k distinct

/a b\r*rere a ) c and d ) b.
(See Cor" 2.2.I) . In the sequence of matrices M,MU,MU^, , the first
matrix noE in RBn is of the form:
MtlF = /r

M=

tc dJ -

h+rr \
d+rc J

\c
) c and brra ) dfrc. Thus if the next segment of input is a
sufficiently large block of 'u' 's, the next outgrt symbol wilt be'ut.
Similarly, if the subsequent input is a sufficiently large block of '1' 's,
the next output synbol will Fa ' l l
Cor. 3.2.1: For given input parameters p in Ao and Mn in P, Raney's
E$orTt-tur- outpuls a uniquely rietennined str ing R (r"rc , pi in a-. Hence the
where a

algoritfm

well-defined fun-rction R: P x

computes a

A'o

->

A6.

justification of Algorithn 3.1.
The formulation of Raneyrs algorithn given previously has conceptual
advantages wlrich will become apparent. From the point of view of proving
correctness, it is he).pful to observe that precisely the same effect is
obtained by a sirnpler version of Algorithrn 3"I, viz:

The

do

M4ne --)

if u{M €P + <output 'ur>; M
-(
ftu eP + (output '1'); M
fi

M-

RB

<read

:= UM
:= L'f"l

-+

s, next symbol of p>;

ifs= 'u' -* M :=
I s= '1' + M :=

MU

t4L

tt
od

From

this formulation it is

with the recursive definition:
R(M,P)

= i1

14

+

If

l

I
fi

i1
r'1

RB+

It'rq € P + u.
L{N{ € p -> r.'t

e RB

1t

apparent that

-'

n
= rr d
!.".-1

-)

I P=I.q +
II

R (U-rr"t,P1

{r,a,trl/
o
.\\ulr
^\

R (MU, q)
R (ML,q)

P /tul

nl ic t-hF ol p'ncnt- Of Ao

To prove the correctness of Raneyrs algorithm is equivalent to proving
tha! E(R(M'P)) = lltE(p)1. Fron the recursive definition of R above, and
Cor. 1.1.1 it follows that E(R(M,P) ) = r(Mrp) in R6, vtrere
I

+RB -+
ifU.M€P +1+r(U'r"lrp).
0L-'MeP -+ I/0 + ]/r(C'M,p))
IT
nM 6RB -)
.iE
r!

,, ^
- - u.Y

+

r (MUrq)

n liP- - rr.9^ -) r (ML, q)
U --

fi

fi

this recursive equation specifies a unique nunbe r r (Mrp) in
'. Patently,
R'"
for any choice of M and p, namely, the limitirg value of e(p..) as n
tends to infinity, where p,., is the prefix of R(Mrp) of length n. But Prop.
2.I sbows that MIE(p)l satisfies the equation. this proves:
3.3: Raney's algorithm is correct:
if M€ P and p€ ao, then E(R(lvl,p) ) = NLD(P) l
Remark: The use of an "if ...0...U...
fiu construct in the recursive
EEEfiftions above should not be confused with the altert)ative construct
introduced by Dijkstra. (See [Di] p.33-34), even though the sarne nondeterministic selection between true guards in interpreting the definitions
is intended. A more conventional recursive definition of R(M,p) is:
Theorem

R(M,P)

I
=if Me

1I

RB then

d'u-ZT then u.

else

R (U

'M,p) else 1 . R(L-rt"l,p)

s"q and s='u' then R(MU,q) else

fi

R(MLrq)

fi

II
which

is both obscure and inelegant.

Cor. 3.2.2: If M € P, the mappirg R(M, ):Ad-t f
Fas sEff i? lco ( resp. {.fD) if f R (f"l,p) also does.

is t-f .

The

string p in

A

Proof: Suppose that p and q in Ad are such that R(1"1,p) = R (Mrg) " Then, by
TEeoron 3.3, MIE (P) ] = MtE(q) L vlhence E (p) = E (q) , as l',1 is non-sirgular.
TF E/D'l is i rraiional or 0
od, then F=q by Prop. 1.I (ii).
Suppose
Fh6h
t.hi|E
ic
r-|.i^hil
(wlog)
p
in
u6.
c1ear1y.
and
erds
! /n\
L
a
Lrvr
rqr
that
\P,/
t
E(R(M,p) ) is then also rational, and by Prop. 3.2 (iv), the string R (l'l'p)
ends in uE that is, R(M,q) ends in u6. ey Prop. 3.2 (iv) again, q erds in
ua, wfrich suffices to prove that FFq by Prop. 1.1 (iii).
Remark:

It is easy to show that R(1"1, ) is bijective iff M is diagonal with
if M has this simple form is the map u[ ] a

poslETve entries. Onty
suri ection.
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It is interesting to compare Algorithm 3.1 with' the followin3

deEenninistic algor i thm:

Algorithm 3.4: r'A norrdetermi ni stic version

of

Raney's algorithm"

.I

< p := uolouc... where x = [a;b,c, ... 1 >i
M := ttloi {Mo€P}
do { {o.cap( in) = .up1ora, .t,
U-ll € P + <output. 'u'); M := U-'14
I L-{M € P -t <output '1'>; M := L'M
ll true t < read s, the next symbol of p );
ifs='u'-tM:=MU
ls='1'--M:=ML
II

od

In this algoritfun, it is possible that. no outFrL is given at any stagei
indeed, there are execution sequences in wfrich the outplt sequence is of
any specified lergth.
3.5: In any execution sequence of Algorithm 3.4, the outfrt is a
strlrg-e in A**, Adsuch that q ii a prefix oF n1ru,p1
Proof: First consider Algorithm 3"1, r*rich is in effect Algorithn 3.4 with
E--larticular execution sequence imposed. If pk denotes the k-th input
symbol, then l4e.cap(pr ...px) = W.MR vfiere Mae RB in canonical form (see
Cor.f s 2.2.5 and 2.2..6r, and cap{ (f^0 is a prefix of R(M,p) because the
invariant relationship Mo.cap(in) = cap(out).t'! holds in loop R ard loop t{.
f,low in a general execution sequence of Algorithn 3.4, the relation:
. tto.cap(in) = cap(out).M
is still invariant. Thus, if the input sequence 'inr so far acceptel is
outzut sequence 'out' is a prefix of cap (W) as
P,p" ...pkr Ehen the
'out'
defined above. Hence
is at all times a prefix of R(M,p) .
Cor.3.5"l: If an execution sequence for Algorithrn 3.4 generates an output
string-in Ao, then thaE str.ing is R(M.p)
Algorithn 3.1 is distinguished in the class of possible algorithms
derived frorn Ehe non-dete rminist ic form above in that outpjt is given as
soon as it is available. In effect, this minimises the requirement for
" renernbering" the input string, and is central to the "finite staLer nature
of Algorithn 3.1 explored in $5.
Theorem

'I

C,4

.F1-1- cl-r,r-1-rrr.!

I

its

RB.,CB^ and DBt, and

.iF

operational significance.

/a b\ 6 P. rnen

Prop. 4..1": Lct l': =

\c

dI

a+D

a+b

M

b+d

Proof: (i) i,-'lil, = / a+b

b\

\c+C-a-b d-b/

e P i-f.f c+d > a+b and d > b.
) 0 and c+d > a+b => d > b.
(ii), (iii) and (iv) are similar.

Thus I;'HL
Bu! ad-bc

Notation:
r,t = f

Tf

Cor

b\ 6 p€, rhen p(M) (resp.

\c dl

.

4

.1

.l : L€t I'i € RB.
(

(i)

p

(=) a-c )

d-b
Prop.4.l-.

e

P

:l *': h"

(r1,}

(i) If

(ii)

t'Iu

d-b (resp. a-c)

PE

(1.1)

.r.2: Let 1.1 e F!.

denoLe

RD

Thus i1L € RB .=> , g (l.t) > p (M) "
Conversely, L-'llL + P => Ir'MU

4

) rvil]

'lnen

(i) t'll. €
ii) llu €

g(l'1) >

q(M)

€

RB

then

9(1.1u)
1p1rt1

=

by Prop.4.l
_,
by Cor.2.2.2(ii) , since U M $'P
r

g(M)

,

p(!ru) = p(!,)

Equivalently
i = u.1e(tlu)
\
\g(MU)/
\g(lq) /
If i''ll, € RB then p(ML) = p(rl) , S(ML) = g(H)
Eguivalent1y /P(14)\

\s(14)/

= l,.lP(ltr)\

-

q(M) > 0.

-

p(Fl) > 0.

\q(t'll)/

Proof: (i) llu e RB

If

b\ then IlU =/a a+b\ | and hence:
=/a
\c c+cr /
\c ot
p (l'lu) = c+d-a-b = (d-b)-(a-c) = p(tl) - Q(M) , and q(MU) = u-. = q(M).
(ii) is similar.
t'l

Cor.4.1.3:
tef tt e-ng. There is a unique sequence of matrices Sr, ...,Sg rvhere
Si € {f,,U}, such that t is maximal subject to the condition:
MSl ...S; 6 RB for 1 \< k <t.
'Thi. qer:r renr-e iq crr..h f-hat
(i) rp04)\ = srs: ...sc/g'l where g = GCD(p(14),9(l'1))
\ q(i.t)/
ts/

(ii)
(iii)

i's,
E

...sk

c+9
\ C

=f

.
(cap-r (Sr sz. .

.

B

B+s

\I

sg) . ifuM

or ul*) ) = p(1.1),ze(t'1) .

each

IL

Proof: Cor.4"1.1 shok€ that if u e RB, then at most one of UL and MU e RB,
iiilEF proves the uniqueness of a maxj:nal sequence. Cor 4.7.2 shows that if
S(k) denotes S,S, ...Sk then:
/ p(ui\ = s (r<) / p(t1.s (k) y\ for 1 .< k ( r
\.e(rt)/
\ q(u.s(k))/
and that each successive pos L-nu1t ipl icat.ion by an. Si corrcsponds to a
subtracti.on step in Euclid's subtraction algorithm for deter.rining g. The

of l,lsr ...S! given in (ii) is another conseouence cf Cor. 4.1.1,
(iii) follows frorn the remark afEer Prop. l.I.

form

and

Cor.4.I.4: I€E n > 0. There is a canonical 1-1 correspondence betveen
matrices in DBh and tripJ.es (BrC,g) of non-negative integers such that
(B+C+g).9 = n. In particular, DBh has at least n elements, and has exactly
n iff n is pr irne.
Proof: I€t

is

11 6.

DD,r. Associate

with

M

the triple

(B,C,g) srhere Q =

/C{g
\c

B

\

BE/

l'.1 as in Cor.4.1.3 (ii) . The Ceterminant of 0 is
(B+C€)S
-EC =
= n. Conversely a t.riple (8,C,9) sat.isfying this
condition naturaLly determines a matrix ak'in to Q hav ir.g determinant n, and
a 'unique double-balanced matrix D in DB,l can be derived by exploiting the

the matrix derived from

(C+S) (P+S)

carronical factorisation described in Cor.2.2.4.
Anongst the solutions of (E+C€)g = n are the n
that B+C+I = n. No other solutions are possible
c$lposite there is a non-trivial factor g .( {il and
that B+C = n/g - g are solutions.

Cor.4.1.5: If

l,i

€

(i)
and (ii)

!I99!: (i)

RB then
ML € FB
MU e RB

or l;tlil e
or ti'MU e

triples (BrC,1) such
if n is prime. If n is
triples (B,C,g) such

CB
CB

and Cor.4.1.1, t4L + P3
Cor.2.2.3, this entails i'y,L e Ce since L*tl 4
( ii) is similar .
By Prop.4.I

The results of Cor. 4.1.1 - 4.I.5 are sufficient to give an effective
classification of CBnrDBn, and RB^ for each n. Cor. 4.1.4 shows thaL there
is a un ique rnatrix D in DBh associated with each solution of (B+C+g)g n.
Cor. 2.2.5 shows that each row-balanced matrix is of the form nS, ...Si= for
a unique D in DBh, and Cor . 4. I-.3 indicates horv al-1 ror,,-balanced rnatrices
of this form are derived from D. Since
I'r e cB
and, in part.icular, U eDB entails Mr €DB, there is a dual classification
of colunn-balanced matrices. Thus if C 6 CB, then R = CzG RB, whence:
R = DSr
(DS,...Sk).
andC=Rt= "..Sr<
= sF ...slbr
in canonical form. These argr.rrnents extend simply to prove a dual of Cor.
4.1.3, characterising colunn-balanced matrice. nr r-ha €nrn 'F
'F. n where
'r 'r''Kv'
each i; e {L,u} and D-is a given matrix in DB.

Notat.ion:

---GFo

e oe.
The seguence

of

row-balanced matrices

D,DSI ,DSr 511 ... rDS, S2 ...Sg
as defined above will be called a row-seguence.
the sequence of colunn-balanced mat.rices

Tl

...TfD,Ta . ..TrD, ...rD

as defined above will- be called a col.rnn-seguence.
Remark: If M € RB (resp" CB) then M is in a unigue roe (resp. colunn)
sequence, so that "the rohr (resp, column) seguence of M" is weLL-defined.

IJ

The above analysis is the basis for a more precise operational view of
Algoritlrn 3.1. Ar1 iteration of Ehe do true- -+ ..."' od clause will be
call.d "a canpl ete iterat.ion" of the alg6iithm. By Prop. 37, each conplete
iteration conpr ises finitely many iteralions of ]oop lrt - the "output phase"
- followed by finitely many iteralions of loop R - the "inpuL phase". In
some respects the first conplete iteration may be exceptional. Initially lrl
is in P; after the first outtrlt phpse ($hich can compr ise an .arbitr-ary
nunber k iterations, as wben M = UxN and N € RB), the maErix M is in RB. At
each iteration of the first input phase other than the last, M is replaced
by the next matrix in the unique roilLsequence to ritrich it belongs. On the
lasc iteration, M is replaced by l4U (resp.. ML) hhere MU (resp. l"1L) is in
RB. Since this analysis deperris only upon the premise that Mo € P, it is
possible to dedrrce that prior to the execution of any cornplete iteration of
Algoritrm
3.I other than the first, the assertion:
{ M € P \ RB and either th; Iast input was u and f'lu-'e RB
crr t'hc I ast i nnrrf r+as I and ML-r 6 RB )
is valid. By cor.4.1"5, it -iorro'# ^i[it-"Ii'any conplete iterltion of
Raneyrs algorithm olher than the first, the effect of the first iteration
of the output phase is to outp.rt a symboL coinciding with the last input,
and replace M by a col unrr-baL anced natrix. Subsequent iterations .replace l'1
by thc ncxt matrix in tlrc uniqu: col LrnrFsequence to v.,li ich ,'1 belonjsr so
that on tefirination of the outfruE phase M € Fts.
In view of the exceptional nature of the first conplete iteration, it
will be convenient in the sequel to regard the first complete iteration
togeiher with the output phase of the second complete iteration as a
preprocessing sEep \*rich transforms the computation of Mtxl !*rere M € P and
i e'Rt to the cornputation of D[z] r^frere D €og and z e R* (compare the
transformation described in Appendix 1). It is then natural to consider the
followirq modified fo rm of Algorittun 3.1:

Alqorithm 4.2: "Ranev's alqorithn for double-balanced matrices"

r.b uc ... wtere
<- q := u.L
N := D; {o € oe}
do

2

= [a;brc, ... I );

true +
{N c DB}
do N€RB
->
. -^-a
F
!!-^
I tedu s,
Lne nexE
symbol of p >t
if
s = 'ur -> N := NU
-T-s-'I'--!N:=
NL
?; .l ^-r
_ tr\ t LrlJ

IHep\RBandei'ther Che last input was
the last. input was
do N*ne ->
if'frN € p + <output 'u'); N ;= U,N
lrrru€p -) <output '1'); N ;= L-otit
I1

1I" e cei
od

od

u ard
1 and

NU-t

NL-t

6 RB
€ RB l
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55. Ranev's transducers.
The results of 54. readily show that Algoritfun 4.2 implicitly contains
the description of a sr=cial kind of "finite state machine". hhen each
cornpl ete iCiraEion is initiatcd N is a doubl e-bal ancerJ mat.rix D; during the
input phase N is successively replaced by the next matrix in its rowseauence until on the final iteration it bmomes no lonqer row-balanced. At
this point, outpuE is given, and N is successively ieplaced by the next
matrix in its colunrrsequence until it is once more Coubl e-bal anced. In the
course of a particular computation using Algorilhm 4.2, a complete
iteraEion can be initiaterf in a finite nunber of sEates only, since det M =
n is invariant, and DBn is finite (cor. 2.2.7 (ii)). For each double'
balanced natrix D, the possible sequences of input that can be accepted in
a sirgle input phase are trivial to determine from the character i sation of
the row-sequence of D given in Cor. 4.1.3, and for each such sequence the
output sequence returned and Ehe double-balanced matrix wl]ich results on
output are unambiguously determined. This motivates consideration of a
simple conputational model of Algorilhm 4.2, as it applies Eor fixed n:
Definition: Given n, the n-th Raney r'ranscucer RT(n) is the machine having
DE-Jor its set of atates; a =-G,tl-Eilts-inr,ut anc orrtpuL alPhabet, anc
a set of transiti.ons consisting of quadruples (Dr.v,w,DL) such EhaL Lf a
complete iteraEion of Algorithn 4.2 is initiated with N = Dr, then v is
accepted in the input phase, rv is returned in the output phase and N = Dr

on Eermination.

differs fron a classical finite state rnachine in that a
sequence of input symboLs (rather than a single symbol) may be reguired to
prornpt a charqe of stater and a sequence of outprt stmbols (rather than a
sirgLe output synbol) may be returned r"ihen such a transition occurs.

Remark: RT(n)

rg the structure of RT(n) is essentially studyirg the infinite
behaviour of Algorithm 4.2 Eor fixed n. For instance, RT(I) has a single
state I and transitions (I,u,u,I) and (I,1,1,I), reflectirq the fact that
mutually homographicalty related real nunbers have continued fraction
expansions r"'tr ich agree asldnptotical ly (see [K] p.335). Por snall vaLues of
n>I (as the case rv2 discussed below illustrates) it may be useful to
precompute RT(n), and thereby save the re-ccrnPutation of transitions
irnplicit in Algorithm 4.2. ln general , RT(n) conPrises a ntrnber of disjoint
ccmponents, but if n is square-free, then Kf (n) is connected. (See Cor.
5.1.3.) In particular, if n is prime, RT(n) is connected with n states(See Cor. 4.f.4.). Representations of RT(2) (see tRl p.279), RT(4) and
RT(6) are given in Append ix 2" Similar diagrams representing RT(3), RT(5)
and RT(7) appear in [R] .
A simple inspection of RT(2) justifies a prescription for transformirg
p in Ac, where E(p) = x, to q in A-, where E(q) = 2x. Expticitly:
Let T = {]t,uJ and g = {t,ut}. The string p in Aa can be uniquely
parsed
into the fo nn
t,.lu.h,.ul
.ta.lu.ha.ul ...t1.lu.hk.u1 ..
'and
h: € H -for i-) 1. The string q is then derivc'tl by
where t; € T
transforming the segments of the parsed string p, replacing
each ti ( 1",-u) by t; (l-,uz)
and each hi(r,u1) by hi (le,u)
>,
i
I,
and
replacin3
cach 'ul.' by'lu' anil each 'lu' by'u1'.
for
'fh is is an analcgue in Ad of a prescription for computing the continued
fraction expansion of 2x from that of x given by llurvri tz in 1891. (See [R]
Str.rciyi

anrl IK] p.335).

The rest o! this scction, closely based on [R], concerns properties of
RT{nl sirni Fir--ant in relation to the behaviour of Algorithm 4.2. The
connectivity of RI(n) Cetermines wfr ich homographic transfo rrna t ions are so
closely relatecl that onc can arise as an intermqliate comPutation in the
computation of another. A simple bound on the nunber of input symbols v"hich
can be rcarl r.ri thout input being given is also derived. (See Cor. 5.1.4.)

l3
Thcorem 5.1:

N1 € Cel, and suppose that S,,Sa, ...,Sg are as in Cor. 4.1.3.
Ifv€A-,then:
(i) Ehere is at most one transition of the fo rm (M,v,*,*) in Rf (n) .
(ii) t.here is.a transition of the form (M,v,*,*) irr RT(n) iff
v = cap-r (S, Sr ...St).s rntrere I.( k.( t, s = I or u, and cap(v) S RB.
(iii) (m,v,w,N) is such a transition iff
v is as in (ii) , w is of the fo rm s.z ard M.cap(v) = cap(v/).N.
Proof: Referrirg to the lhe operational account of atgori ttrms :.t and 4.2
given in 54, it is easy to shov/ that:
lil
ic a .t-nca.rrrarv-a nF Dran ? ? li\
(ii) foIlov,s frorn Cor. 4"I.3
(iii) fo 1lor^s from the fact that in any complete iteration of
Algoritirm 4.2 the first outprt and the last input coincid-..
Cor. 5.1.I: there is a natural t-l correspondence between the set of
transTt-ions of Rf (n) and
(a) the set of matrices M in Pr. such that for some X in iL,Ui:
(b) the seL or pairs ,#;'lli til:.*-*.nn8: and c c cBtrr arxr
either LrRL = C or u-hu = c.

Let

I

Proof:
ta1-lg RB and

X

rm

-(a1

€ cB (=) M{-'= DtS, ...Sg canonically ard
}|'m = Tr ...tD* canonically,
wbere Dr and Da 6 Dts (cor. 2.2.5)

(=) (DIlvrw,Da] is a transition in

v = cap-r(S,...SgX) and
cap -r (xr, . ..Ts ) (Thm.5.1
-, = C then M = RX satisfies
U end XRX
Mx-r € RB and x'tu1 € cB.
R = Mf € RB anl c = x{ € cB then XdRX = c.
"1
where
r.r

(b)IfX=Lor
Convei-sely,

if

=

(

RT(n) t

ii i) ) .

In analysirrg the structure of the Raney transducers I symmetry plays an
!.! -l
syrnmetry-preserv irg tnaPs P '+ P are of interesti
t,qr L.
transposit.ion of matrices, and "double transposition" napping
t4=la b\ to Mo=1d c\
[u u]
t. d,l
Followirg [R], 'rev' and 'int' are used to denote 'string reversal t and
^ ^^^-

'l-rr

i

Lenuna

-llti

ntornh:nrror

in

atF

5.2:

- Transposition I is an f anti-automorph isnl o f the monoid
( Double transposition t
I automorphisn J
(ii) If v € A* ancl N = cap(v) is in Pr .!hen:
M' = cap(rev(int(v) )) and Mo = cap(int(v) ).

DrooF: lil
\

:-i:::'

(ii)

is a simolc exefcise.
fo 1- Ior^rs

-ca
from (i) and the fact that. UL=uo=LandLt=Lo=U,

Cor.5.I.2: If (M,v,w,N) is a transition in RT(n), then
and

are also transitions.

Proof:

Use L€mma

Pr.

5.2 (ii)

(Nl, rev ( int (w) ) , rev ( int (v) ) ,M|)

(tlo,

int(w) ,

and Ttreorern

inE(v)

5.f (iii).

,No)

'I

6

NotaEion:

f?-frZ:F, the gcd of the elernents of i\4 $/i1I
('^.

be denoted by 'gcd(M)'

( I ?.

r-eEch k such that ka clivides n, the subnachine of RT(n) i''hose states
-are the maErices M in DB- vrith rcd(Fl) = k, togeEher with all transitions in
RT(n) involvin? such staCes, forms a connecEed component RT(n'k) oE Kf(n)
r.rh ich is strorgty connected and isomorphic with RI(n/k1,1).
no

proof: If S = L or U then gcri(M) = gcd(MS) = gcd (Sr4) so that lhe gcC of the
EfEEnts of the state matrix is invariant under transitions in RT(n). Hence
RT(n,k) is a connected component of RT(n) if it is connected - the map
RT(n,k) + RT(n/k1,1) napFlng -

iu* bk\ tola(c b\
d,/
tcl< dk/
respects a1t lransitions, and hence defines an isomorphisn o€ transducersIt thus suffices to show that for all n the transducer RT(n'l) is strorgly
connected.
this is simply provai in three steps:
(a) Let c € DB.,'diagonal
be lower-triarr3ular, and let D be tire dia3onal maLrix
entries. If gcd(D) = I, Lhen there is a Fath
having the sa.me
(i.e. a sequence of transilions) frar C to D in RT(n'I).
s to
Proof of (a): Let D be the diagonal rnatrix <g'h>. Inputting only'l
'1'
cl--TnE- o[tp:tting
's as appropriate, will transform the non-zero offdiagonal elsnent c of C to any residue of the fo rm (kh+c) rnod g, but leave
the diagonal elsnents unchanged. Since (g,h) = I, there is a solution of
kh+c = 0 (mod g).
tk\ rf Dr and D' are d iac;onal matrices, and gcd(D, ) = gcd(D1) = 1, then
thr.ro i c : path from D, to D* in RT(n'l) .
Proof of (b): In view of Cor. 5.1.2, it suffices to exhibi.t a path from the
a iago-n;I m6trix <n,l> to the diagonal matrix (g,h>. The existence of such a
path follows frcm the identity:
_ f,-/l=f
,\:
\v,

r!

=
1"--il\--i;"u
1)

us 1t

\o
c ( g, and the result of (a).

where 0 {

(c) if

Dl

€ *,,,

and gcd(M)

diagonal matrix, and vice versa.

/9
[;

o\
ni

= l, then there is a path Erorn M to

a

Proof of (c): In view of Cor. 5.1.2 and the fact that !1 = N for some matrix
fFn nttnll it suffices to exhibit a path from 14 to a diagonal matrix. Let
S,,Sr, ...,Sg be as in Cor. 4.1.3. From the identity:
MSrSa ...Se =/cF
^? \/
\ C B+g
it follows thaE
MS,sr...sru = ulc?(s
3)
where0.( c ( h. If c = 0 or !cd(g,h) = l then the result follows from (a).
If neither of these conditions holds, then the above construction gives a
path frorn M to a matrix C such that:
g = gcd (p(M),q(M)) > gcd (p(C),q(c) 1 = gcd (g-c,h)
(in the notaEion of Cor. 4.1.1) from ich (c) follo',rs by irxluction.
rvt-r

Remark: The connected comfronent RT(n,k)

Ufra-ney

in IRI

(p.273 Defn. 6.5).

of RT(n) is the transducer defined
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Cor.5.1.4: If (M,vrw,N) is a transition in
1en9

t.h at. mosE n.

RT(n)

"

then both

v and w

have

Proof: (i) Let M € Dtsrr. the longest input sequence virich Rf (n) can accept
in state M wi thout yielding an output has as many sy,rnbol s as there are
subtraction steps in conputirg gcd(p(M),q(M) ) usirg EucIid's algorithn. Let
nunber be K. If M is the diagonal matrix (nrl) then K = n,
Each subtraction step of Euclid's algorithm applied to (p(N),g(M)
properly reduces p(14)+q(M) . Thus K < p(!u)+q(M) . But by Cor. 2.2.7 (i) :
p(M)+g(M) < tr(M) \< ftI.

this

)

56.F'ixpoints

of

R(l'1,

),

t8
.rnd the expansions

of quadratic i rrationals.

cor.'s 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 show, R.rney's algorithn associates with
matrix M in P a map Aa->As.
As

a

Definition:
Let M e P.
A fixpoint of R(l'l,) is a string f in A such that R(F1,f) = f.
A fixpoint of ttf I is a rea] ntrnbe r x in R such that Mlxl = x.
Equivalently (since M € P), x is a solution of the equation:
c.E(f)a + (d-a).E(f) - b= 0
D(M) will denote the discriminant of this quadratic, viz: (a-d)' + 4bc

e P. then:
) has at least one fixpoint €
and (ii) f is a fixpoint of R(M, ) iff E(f) is a fixpoint of M[ ]"
-(T)ntM,
Lemnra

6.1: Let

M

Proof:

R(M,f) = f iff E(R(M,r) ) = E(f) by prop. 3.2 (iv) , and ProP.1.1.
iff MtE(f)l = s(f) bY Thm.3.3
J-h,if
M f i has at
-(ii)
(i) follows from (ii) since it is trivi.al to nr^r/c
leaSL
e(.ir
r.vYv
one

fixpoint in Ra

Notation:

F-i

l-denote the subset of P consistinq of matrices with non-zero

If M € P* then there is a unique fixpoint x of M[ ] in R. Thus
HJM-I has at most trno fixpoints if x is rational , ard a unique fixpoint
Remark:
o

therwi se.

Proposition 6.2: LeL M e P+, and suppose that p is
A-. Define a sequence of-el:m:nt: o: A :
YO - Yt YtrYl,

an

arbi.trary string in

... ryK,
^,_ ...

by settinT P;+r = M [P; ] for i ) 0. Then:there is a fixpoint f of R(M,) such that the lerxlth of the longest
prefix of p; ard f tends to infinity with i.

common

Proof: It suffices to prove that E(pi) tends to E(f) as i tends to
intinity. (rf i is sufficiently large, there is no possibility that pi and
pjal couJ.d have large prefixes in common with tlvo disLinct encodings of a
rational nunber E(f), in view of Prop. 3.2 and Prop 1.1.)
The principle used in the proof is similar to the "Poe€r method" for
cornputing the largest eigenvalue of a matrix. Let M be the matrix:
The eigenvalues

of

I a b\
\ c d)

M

are the roots of:

zt-@+a)z+(ad-bc)=0
since a+d ard ad-bc are both positive.
Accordingly, if a sequence of vectors Jx; ,y;) is defined by:
/ *;\= tu'1e (e) \
lr /
Ivi/
then the limiting direction of (x;,y;) is that of the eigenvector (X,Y) of
M associated lri th the eigenvalue of larger mociulus. Since, for all N in P
which are not equal in modulus

and real nunbers V, ,Va rwl a rxl

vr1:

tt/v,\=/wr\ => lf v,l= !r

\q.' \ wr,l
I v..l w'l
the limitirg vaLue of M, [E (p) ] is x/t. Floreover ' x/U. (beir.ts an
eigenvector) is a fixpoint of t\t l. But E(pi) = n((R(14, ))'p) = MrlE(p)l
by theorem 3.3, since for any matrices K and L in P and x in R€:
K tLtxl I = (KL) [xl .
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Algorithm 5.3 r

Moi
e e+}
do Lrue -t.1uo
[ (cap(out) )-r .f4o.cap(out) = !1 ]
if U'!lU C P + <output 'ut); r',1 := U-'MU
-!, L.'ul € P -r (output ' 1r ); M := L{ML

f4 :=

::
od

-

Justification: The algorithm is essent'ially derivable as a particular "mode
6fij<-E;-cuEion" of Algorithn 3.4. The prin-iple is to execule Algorithm 3.4
with an input sequence determined "at run-time", and contrivetl to ensure
that input. and outprE sequences are the same. Tbe execution sequence is
such that input is accepted on the odd-nLmbered iterations of the do
od clause, ard output. is given on the everr-nr"nrbered iterations. On an input
TTeration, the chosen input is'u' if UiMU €P and'f if L-l ML e P (lee
Prop.4.l). (There is here an element of non-determinacy as both U l"lu and
L i4L may (exceptionally) be in P). On the succeedirg iLeration t-he output
given coincides wittr the last irrpr.rt, so that Lho combinecj effecb of a
consecutive pair of iterations of Algorithm 3.4 in this node of execution
is precisely that of a single iteration of the do true -> ... od clause of
Algoritfun 5.3. I?re correctness of Algorithm 6.3-Tolloros fror Co;: 3"5.I.
Remark: The correctness of Algorithm 6.3 guarantees that the only norr
E6EE6inacy that can occur is concerned with the choice between the
suffices "Iu6" and "u1a" r,rhen E(f) is rational.

An alternative justiEication of l\}gorittn 6.3 analogous to the
juscification of Algorithm 3.I in 53 is possible. Algorithm 6.3 cornFltes
the eldnent(s) of A which has(ve) the recursive definition:
fx(p) = if u-'MU € P -) u.
lILiML€P J I.
fi

fx
f

(u-trqu)
X (L.,I"lL)

solution(s) of this equat.ion is(are) the encodirg (s) of the
positive real nunber e(M) satisfyirq:
The

e(M) =

unigue

if

r-il,lu € P + I + e(LirMU)
0 t-tNt € P + 1,/ (I + 1,/e (L:!ML) )

tt

The observation that:
Ii'r'lf.

(rhe analosue
of M[ ].

[x] = x (=)

t'l

tx,/ (1+x)

I -

.rT?"5':Ygl.=r1ltii",'i:i:lt;"i::

x,/ (1+x)

rhar e(M) is

a

rixpoinr

Remark: ltre use of the "if ... [... [... fi' notation above reflects the
i5FdEterministic nature of the definition of fx(M). In this context, an
"if ... then .". else ... fi" construct rvould be inadequate.

Notation:

IE;6A4, then (w> wilt denote the string w,w.... iuk... in A- where
' 'Ihe subset of P (resp. P^) consisting of matrices M such tha! D(M) is
not a perfect square wili be denoted by O (resP. 0D). Note that Q is a
subset of Pf.
Theorem 6.4: Suppose that r'4c € Q and that f is a fixpoint of R(Mc, ) such
that E(f) is irrational . Then
(i) the subset of Pr consisting of matrices conmut.irq with Mo is the
subnono id generated by a single matrix hl = l^l(Mc) . and (ii) if w = cap-r(w), then w beJ.oqs to AtF \ (u*, lF) and is the
shortest string such that f = (w>. In particular, f has a purely

w: = vJ for i > 1.

periodic

encod

ing.

Proof: It will be convenient to prove (i) and (ii) in paral1e1 .
f be cornpuLed usirg Al,gorithn 5.3. the as-sigrunenhs M:=L-'[lL and
U:= U-'rlU Ieave det M, tr(M) and D(M) = tr(M)- - 4. (det M) invariant.
-Iec.
Moreover, the set S of matrices M in Ph with trace t and discriminant D is
finite, provided that D is not a perfect square. Explicitly:
if. 14=la b\ then a+d=t and 3 < bc = ad-n ( trl4 - n

(c d)
This proves that. f is ultimately periodic, but more is true.
Consider an arbitrary natrix f"l in S. In the computation of fx(M) using
Algorithm 5.3, there can be no non-determinacy since the fixpoinE of M[ ]
is irrational. Hence one and onlv one of L-'ML and U-''{U is in S. Now M € S
iff Mr € S, whence:
ti'lu-r€ s

s

<=> u'lru € s.
these resulEs shov, that one an<i

similar}y rl,,rfr€

and ltvtf is in S, fronr
wtrich it fol1ot's thaE the sequence of conj r-r;at.ions of the matrix Md
initiated by. Algorithrn 6.3, being ultimately periodic, must eventually lead
to M = LMoL-r or LM.U-' (r"hichever is in S) and thence to M = l'to. If w is the
sequence of outputs given prior to Ehe second occasion on tftich t =
"o,
then f = (w), and w contains at least one'l' and at least one 'u' since
E(f) is irrational. Moreover, if w = cap(w), then wf\4 ol^l = lue in view of
the loop invariant in Algorithn 6.3, so that all powers of W commute with

only one of

UMU'|

is the shortesE string in .A such that f = <tt>, suPpose
that w is of the form zk where z € Ar and z is a prefix of w. If z =
cap(z), and the execution of Ngorithm 6.3 as described above is suspended
after z has been output, then )4 = z"MoZ = N 'say. From the definition of w
it. is evident that f = <z> = <w> is a fixpoint of both No[ ] and Mo[ ].
t€t N" =/p C)ana Mo= /a b\ , wtrere Prgrr,s and a,b,c,d ) 0.
\r sl
Lc dl
(Both N and M are in Q.) Since N I I and M [ ] have a common fixpoinl:
(p - s +,{-o)/zr = (a - ci + 6)/2.,
whence c = r and p-s = a-C as, '{D is irrational. But
To show that. w

tr(No) = p+s = tr(Mo) = ard,

sothatP=aands=d,and
det N = PS- rq = det 1"1 = ad-bc '
q.
so that b =
By definition of w, it follows that z = rv and k = 1.
Nor^, suppose that \f'MoV = l,1q where V = cap(v) and v is a string of
Iength t. in A*. since wtov = V!lo, F.lgorithm 3.4, init.iated with P = (v) and
input
M = M., can be repeatecily executed in such a vtay that v is first
synbol by symbol in ! successive iterations, and then outpul sldnbol by
synbol in t successive iteraLions. By Cor. 3.5.I, (v) = f, the fixpoint of
M-.rnd v isa nreFil of (w>. But thisenbailsv=w andV=W, since w
"ot
has minimal lergth subject to f = <w>.
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NotaLion:

f?-fr-?E,

rhen:

f (M) r,riIl denote the f ixpoint of R(M, ) ,
w(tr1) the elgnenl of A* \ (u*, tr1 def ined in Ttrm.6.4 (i)
and w(r) = cap (w(M) ) , the matrix in thm.6"4 (ii) .

a^v

-

(. i

n

1.

(T)-P;\2, is the set of

povre rs of L and u.
Equivalently, Q, is the set of mat.rices of trace ) 2 in P,.
(ii) If N €Q, then W(N) e Qu f (ru) = f (W(N)), and W(W(N)) =w(N).

(iii) If

--Tll rt

N e Q,,
-l - then W(N) =;q"

€ p,, rhen D(M) = G;(t'tDz - 4.der M
- 4" Ttrus
D(M) is rational iff Er(M) = 2, in wtr i.ch case the d iagonal elgnents of M
are both 1, and one or other of the off-di4onal elenents is G"
(ii) h:{,{(N) is in Q , in view of (i). Since each maLrix in Q has a urrique
fixpoint. in R-:
x e R6 and Nx = x => Wx = trlNx = IIVJX => Wx = x.
Thus "r'J and N have a conmon irrationaL fixpoint, and f (N) = f(h'(N)), by
M

Prop.l.l (ii) "
Suppose that M= cap (v.s), v*-iere s € A and v€ A^. ff S = cap(s),
then S -'MS = cap(s.v) € P. Hence Algorithn 6.3, appl ied to Mo = cap(z) in
Q1r srrccesSively transforms M to cap(zo) ,cap(2,) , ....rcap(zd hhere zo =
zy= z and z;*, is obtained frorn z; by applyirg a c1clic pernrutation. As in
the proof of Thm. 6.4 (i) , M will be tirst restored to Mo after the
shortest string w such that <w> = <z> has been outzut. If Mo = l{(N). where
N is in 0, Ehen z = w(M.), and so w = z by theoran 6.4 (ii).
(iii) is implicit in the proof of (ii)"
Given M in Q, the matrix l^l(M) can be computed by the followirg modified
form of Algorithm 6"3t i^ti ich is implicitly justified in the proof of
Thm.5.4 (i)

"

Alqorithm 6.5:

rYci

{Mc € 0i
p -+ W := U; M := U-,f,tU
t w:=LrM:=L{ML
lrhleP
::,
doM#r"1 -+ t_
{ (caP(out) ) .Mo.caP(out) = r'1 }
if U.MU E P -) W := W.U; M := U.MU
- L{ML € P + W := ti.L; 1"1 := L.-'&lL
fi

M :=

if

U-t'lU e

od;

<output the matrix

W>

Cor. 6.4.2: Let N 6Q, , and 1et r and s be non-negative integers, not both
zero. If a sequence of, vectors is defined by:

tl'1r\=

ts/

1r;'1
t =,/

then ri ( ri+,, si .( sr., and r; + si ( ti*, * s.,, for i ),
Proof:
I6E-l't = /x

O.

y\, rnen lt/r\ = /xr+ys\.
(z El
(=/ lzr+gs7
Since x,y,z and t are pcsitlve, it follovs that xr+ys ) r and ys+zt 7z s.
Mo reover :
xr+ys+zr+ts - (1r+ts) + (ys+zr) > r+s since xr+ts > r+s and ys+zr ) A.

?2

Cor.6.4.3: L€t x be a positive irrational. The
E?6 eQ.rTvEtent:
(a) x = E (f (l'1) ) for some M in Q.
(b) x = E (f (M) ) for some l'1 in Ql
(c) x has a purely F€riodic encod irg in A*.
(d) x is a quadratic irrational

whose

followirg

cond

itions on

algebraic conjqate I is negative.

P roof l
IEI--> (n) in view of Cor. 6.4.2 (iLi), and (b) =) (a) is trivial .
(a) => (c) by Ttm.5.4 (i)
(c) => (d) Suppose that x = E((v)) wtrere v € AX, and v is a minimal
for (v). If v = cap(v), then w(v) = v by cor.5.4.1 (iii).

(a) =>

(d)

Let. M =

:

/a U\. :tren
\c dl

D(M) exceeds

x

period

a-d in modulus, as M is in Q. Thus:

the quadratic equati.on Mlzl = z has a negative root, the conjugate of x.
(d) => (a):
Fron (a), x is a root of a quadratic equation:

Axa+Bx-C=0

where ArB and C

is in

are integers,

M=/r c \
(A r+B/

positive.

Thus:

) 0, and x = E(f (M)).
Cor. 6.4.4: The positive irrational x satisfies the equivalent conditions
of Cor.6.4.3 iff for some k ) 2, ak >/ 0 and a; ) 0 for i=11rl,...,k-1 :
x(>I) = [ao;a,r ...rok ak + ao1d11 ...rak + ao,ar, .... ]
or x(<l) = [0 ;aoralr ...rap_,,ak + aoralr ... rdg-1* aorat, .... ]
Proof: Take x = E(<v>) in condition (c) of Cor. 6.4.3, where
P

for suitably

and A and C are

\, =

chosen T

;.1qo1$

...L*-, u(K or

1S u',...u4*.r 1ak

Cor. 6.4.5: (Lagrange 1770 )
Ev:ry positj.ve quadratic irrational has an ultimately periodic continued

fraction expansion.

m + r/s + x where mrrrs are non-negative
integers and s > r, and x is a quadratic irrational satisfying the
equivalent conditions of Cor. 6.4.3. computirg (sx + r)/s by Algorithm 4.2
must lead to an ultimately periodic output since x is purely periodic and
DBrr 1" finite "

Proof: y can be expressed as

Cor. 6.4.5: Let

M

€ Q. Then

(l'l(M)

)E = I{(Mr) and

(w(M)

)S =

rv(NE) .

Proof: If X € P,, then l,lx = Kvl iff XTllT = t'1TXz by Lemma 5.2, and thus
1ffi1 1't = w(M!) by Thm. 6.4. The proof for 6 is similar.

6.4.7: Let x = E((v>) be a posilive quadratic irrational wiEh a
negaEive algebraic conjugate I. rhen (-t,zf) has the encoci in7 (vD in A&,
v.rhere w = rev(int(v) ).
Cor

Proof:Letx=E(f(M))
Then cx2
Hence Y
Lemma

+

(d-a)

x-

= E(f (MT)).

5.2, and Cor.

=(a ?\€o,.
\c dl
whencey=(-I/i)>3 satisfies the equa t ion:
by-+_(d-a) y-g=0.
= w(M r) = <cap-' (cap (vl )T> = rev ( int (v) ) ,

v,r|rere M

by
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Cor. 5.4. B: (Galois 1828)
Let x be a positive guadralic irrational.

fraction expansion of x is purely periodic iff
x ) l and-1 <i<0.
Proof: Since either of Ehe stated conditions ensures that the equivalent
condit.ions of Cor" 6.4.3 are satisfied:
x has a purely periodic continued fraction expansion

The continued

Cor. 5.4.9'.
IE€ N e-O] and Iet x = E(f(M)). ltren
( i) r'q = i{6r <=> x = .I5E for positive integers b and c

(ii)

M

Proof:

Let !l
(

i)

=

M

<=> e'(M) = rev(l'r(ID-:
=i'lr- (=) x= (+m + {ma + 4n )/2n for positive integers m arxl n

( a b\.
t^ ;l

:ten'

=;fr"'(=)

a=

d

<=>x={ffi

<=>x+f=a-d-=0
<=> W(M) = (W(M);ar by Cor" 6"4.1 (ii)
(ii)

<=> w(M)

}a

=

=

rev (w(f''l) ) by Lemma 5.2

t4t (=) b=c
,--:!_____---=
(=) x = (+m +'Jm^
+ 4nll/2nwhere
(=) xi = (_b/c) = (_1)

m

and Cor. 6.4.?

,
= la--el and n = c
r

may be helpful in u.rderstand ing the
Raney transducers lsee 55) "
t€t M be in DB,r, and suppose that M[ ] has an irrational fixpoint. the
transducer RT(n), when initiaLly in state M, responds to the input sequence
w(M) by outputtirg w(M) r'rlrilst cyclirg throu3h a sequence of distinct.
states ard returning to the state M. The correspordence betvpen states of

Remark: The

EEiEEure

results of Ehis section

of

RT(n) and 'cycles

of statesr generated in this way is intriguing in that it
suJgests connections between the structure of RT(n) and encod ings of
quadratic irrationals wi th various different discriminants. This is of
particular interest ig p=p is prime, v*ren only Lhree of the p matrices in
rational fixpoints, namely:
(p-I)/z\
I I 0\ , /p 0\ ana f(V,L)/2
(p-r),zz
\ 0 pl \ 0 I/
\
lp+I)/2 I
(If M has a rational fixpoint, then (tr(M) )z - 4p is a perfect square, and
tr(M) = pil . 'Ihis establishes that M is one of the three matrices above.)
Some illustrative examples are given in Append ix 2.

DBn have
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57. Pell's equation and the parity of patindromic encoriinqs.
Proposition 7.1:

.
\
If M =la b\ € I and x =fx y\€- P,, then:
\c dl
\z tJ
( i) X and fv! conmute i f f
and b(x-t) = (a-d)y
.....(B)
(ii) (A) and (B) togethar imply
c(x-t) = (a-d)z
.....(c)
cxa - (a-d) xz -bzL = c ..... (P)
and 3 sirnilar quadratic identities involvirg the pairs of variables:
(x,y), (y,t) and (z,t)
dpirar^Fpll hv Fr^nsposition and double transposition from the
Xu = l4X.

relation:

Proof: (i)

M

Ey

v\M = l4X iff (A),(B) and (C) hold by a simple calculation. Since
bc
is
non-zero, and thus:
Q,
(A) and (B)
(ii) cxa - (a-d) xz - hzl = x(c(xlt)-(a-d) z) + cxE - bzL
= c(xt-yz) by (c) and (A)

LenUnA

).Zr

M and

=csinceXeP

x

commute

iff

[1

f
4
f
I (resp. l,to)
and xT (resp. Xo) cornmute.

3 equations derived from (P) by applyirg the permulationss
(a d) (x t), (a d) (x t) (b c\ (y z) arrl (b c) (y z)
of
ate all equivalent to (P) .
.arbrcrdrxryrzrE
Cor. 7.1.1: Let M be as in Prop.7.L, and let W ='rl(M). Then:
-lT)
-tfrErE are infinipely many solutions of the equations (A) and (B),
g iven by taking X = r,l' for i 2 6
(ii) there are infinitely rnany sclutionp of the equ.:tion (P) , given by:
Hence the

/x \ = w'/ 1\

lzl

\s/

Proof: The resulE fo L Lo',rs from Thm.6.4 and Prop.?.1. the solutions are
a i-stinct by cor.6.4.2.
Remark:

(A) and

Algorithn 6.5 provides a simple method of conputing solutions for
(B)

,

and

for

(P).

In the context of Prop.7"l, the special case M = !l{C is of interest.
this hypothesis, equation (P) reduces t-o the formr
cx--bzt=c
r,.*r ich in the particular case c=1, Fn (viiren E(f (M) )
= .fi- r ic r-ha
classicaL "Pell's equation" (see [D]).
Cor. 7.I.2: Let M and X be as in Prop.7.l, but subject. to the additional
conaiEionl = d. Then
Under

(i) Ku = tlx
(ii) Xia = ivlx
(iii) if x and z are non-negative

integers satisfyirg (P*) . then
nnn-no.raf irra inl-o/rorq w And t <rv.h fh.if X and M Cqnmute.

rPrnnf.
rvvr.

f\f/i\

and
urru

/iil
\rrl

llnrlar

l-hp

hrrrnFhpcic
,rJtlL'ruJfJ

-.l -

A
ut

Fi6!lz. f reduces to "x=t", and (P) reduces to (P*).

tiere

are

the equation (B) of

TF rr
fh-r-l and F = c/9, b = b/q
Let:- X
and Z qal-iqFv tp*).
\a
j+
) = or-d
r''i
':
(5,E)
then Ex' - bz' = E virere gcd
= 1. Thus z = k6 r'trere k is a nonne.Jative integer, and y = (bz) /d is a non-ncgative intsJer such
cv'T?rrrq, r-hnnqi rr' t = x ensures that X Commutes with M, and that
-t.
ole x = I, since x'-- (6k) (rE1 = *r- - yz = r.

(iii)
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a^r?l?.

-=-/a b\€0 and w= lrr(u) = / x Y\ then:
(c al
\z x)
(x,z) is Ehe least solution of (P*) in positive integers.

TI-),:

y

=

/c.
Proof: Let (X,Z) be any solution of (P*) in positive integers. In view of
Y and T such that
LrrErs 'rrc sniiahle int-p.rcrs
r,rLu.jelJ
''^- 1 1 'r \frr/
'ii:\ 'L^-^
Y\
lx
z
\ r)
is in P, and cornmutes ',vi th f,1" But then X > x and Z )z z, by thm.6.4 and
Cor

and

(bz)

-5.4.2.

of Prop.7.l, a solution of (P) is not
ESEEEarilv associated with a mat.rix i; P which cornmuEes with M. For
instance, if a = drS, b = 1" and c = 2 then x = 3 and z = 1 satisfies (P),
but cy = 52 has no solution. In view of Cor"7.I.3. Algorithn 6.5 can be
used to cornpute all solutions of (P) if a = d, but only determines a
proper subset of a1l soLutions in the general case"
Bellqrk: Under the general conditions

Let M be as in Cor.7.1.3. thestrirg w(M) in e* is Ehen th." purely
periodic part of t-he encoding o( rl b,/c. By Cor"5.4.9, u is palindr.'nLic, and
>nr.arlim1rr.
eithei ir is of even lergth and w = v.rev(v) r*rere v € Ax
or w is of odd 1er[th, anC w = v. (u or 1) . rev (v) 'nl-rere v € A{.
(In the latter case w(M) will be ealled an odd-u (resp. odd-l)
palindrone.)
Finding conditions on b ard c $hich ensure that w(M) i.s of a particular
forrn is closely connected with questions concerning the form of the
continued fracti6n expansion of .fVE' (c.f. tDl p.I05:II0.) since this
correspondence betweln the classical continued fract.ion expansion ot JV€
and its {u,1}-encoding is rather confusing, it will be illustraEed by
exanple. Without essential loss of general-ity the case c=l is considered.
By norFstandard convention (cornpare for exarnple [CH] p.1?9-4B0, and [Dl
p.103-109), the continued fraction expanslon of Ji- is assigned a parity
according to the ntI(lerical iength of its ntrnerical period. For instance:
.,121 = [4;1r1,2,1,]r8,.....1
has an even nr-rnber of gqlients in its period, virilst:
,129 = lJ;2,11I.2,IA t......1
has an odd nunber. this parity has nLnnber-theoret.ic significance, in that:
xa - 29y2= 1-11
has an integral solution. vdrilst:
xo - 21vl -- (-1 )
does not" ,l7i has the encodirq <utlui'u1u$>, vfrilst that of 29 is:
<ui1" urrtl*utlur{ uf>.
Both encodirgs thus correspond qo pal indromes of even lergth, buE that of
-{E is distinguished frorn ./2f in that it has tlre fo rm v.rev(v) wtrere in

addition v = rev(int(v) ).
t{here the {urt}-encoding is concerned. it is also natural to
the distinction between radicals associated with even palindromic
and odd-u and odd-l pal inQ rornic periods. Examples of such are:

exPLore

Periods

tE = l4-,2,1,3,r,2,a,....\
with the odd-l palindro"nic encodirrg (u+f u13 u)-aul>, and
6 = 1411,3,I,8,........1
wi th an od&u pal indronic encodirg._
The parity of Lhe encod ing of-Jfic can often be simply determined fron
the residue of bc modulo 4, as Proposition 7.2 ald its corollaries show.
Further necessary and sufficient conditions for J67c to have a palindromic
encoding of each of the types cited above are explored in S8 and $9. These
conditions are potentially of more nunber-theo retic interest' and take the
form of assertions about the existence of solutions to Diophantine
equations closely related Eo Pell's equation (generally subject to
constraints). thlclassical condition for n to have a nunerical period of
odd length (c.f..l/76 above) appears as a spec ia1 case (see cor. 8.1:5).

.ao
Proposition 1.2: Let vJ € P, , and let w = cap-l (t^0 € ff. rtren:
-llj-TEe re Ts-a surj ect iv'e monoid hononorphisn Par:Pr -+ sL(2,2), where
the entries of par (1{) are the correspordirg entries of W redtred modulo 2.
(ii) SL(2,2a) is generted by par(-U) and par(L) subje,ct Eo the relations
(par(U)1' = lpar(L)1' = lpar(U).par(L))' = I,
and is hence isomorphic to the symmetric group 53.
(iii) w has even length ifr par(l0 = I, par(Ul-) or par(Ltj)
iff par(l0 corresponds to an even permutation
under the isomorphisn described in (ii)

(i) is simply verified by direct cornputacion.
3g!: (ii)
rt is easy to verify Ehe stated relations between Par(U) and
par(L), and the required isomorphisn follot*s from the fact that:
I, par(U), par(L), Par(UL). par(LU) and par(ULU)
are distinct elsnents of SL(2,2).
(iii) follows fron the fact thal par(U) ard par(t) correspond to
transpositions under the isomorphisn in (ii), so that w has even lergth iff
par (l^I) corresponds to an even permutation.
Cor.7.2.l: Let b an<i c be positive integers, not both evetl' and suppose
EEat la and 'rt are as in Cor.7.I.3" then:
w(M) has odd length <=> (bc = 0(4) or bc = 3( )) and (yor z is odd)
Proof:
?If-Euppose that y or z is odd.
If bc = 3(4), then y = (b/c)z ensures that y ard z are both odd. Since

cx2-bz/=c

and b and z are odd, x is necessarily even. thus par(w)
!,r(N) has odd lerqth by Prop. 7.2.
If bc = 0(4), then bz = cy ensures that y and z have

= pas(ULIJ),

and

opposite Parity,

since b arxl c are not both even. But then par(lo = par(U) or

par(L)

necessarily, so thaL w(M) has odd length.
=>: Suppose that w(M) has odd length. There are three cases:
Case I: par(W) = par(U)
Here x and y are odd ard z is even, whence cY = bz enlails c even and b
odd. But then bxa - cy2 = b(4), so that cy = 0(4) and c = 0(4).
Case 2: par(W) = par(L)
An analogue of the argrment in Case 1 appl ies.
Case 3: par (l^J) = par (ULU)
Here x is even, y ard z are both odd, and cxz - bza = c and cY = bz
can be satisfied only if b ard c are both odd, ard -b = c(4). thus bc =
3 (4), and y and z are odd.
(.

i.,e t b ard c be positive inteqers, not bor-h even.
Tf-fi = r,2(4) then thl encodirgs .r JEA and J-b7d have the
-G)
parity.
(ii) If bc - 0,3(4), b and c are coprime and b or c is sguare-free,
JEd arui .If6 have the same paricy.

Cor. 7 .2.2:

sane

then

in Cor. 7.2.1.
\t a
then.Jbc has the encod irrg <v/(N)>, and r/ b,/c the encod irg <vr(M)>. 'Ihese
encodings trivi.ally h.rve the sarne parity if bc = 1,2(4) by Cor.7.2.L.
Suppose then that bc = 0,3(4), and assr"rne (wi thout loss of generality)
that ; is square-free. (The encodings ot '[6k andl,lc76 have the same'
parity by Cor.1.1.).). By Cor. 7.I.3, x and z are the snallest positive
integers satisfyiq (P*), and since c,and b are coprime, and c is squarefree, c divides L. eut cfrnn x' - Lr(z/c\- -= l, apd (x,z/cl is the snallest
solution of the classicat Pell equation X- - bcz- = 1.
IEt z=z/c and Y=bcZ=bz. IE c is odd, Ehen Y=cy=y(2), and Z=z/c=z(2),
whilst if c is even, lhen b is odd arrl y--bZ=Z (2) arli =Y /bY (2) . the result
then Eollows from Cor.rs 7.I.3 and 7.2.I.
Proof: Let N =/a bc\ and let
)
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anri W(M) be as

o7

pal indromic encod inqs.

Proposition 3.1: Let n = /u U\€ I, nren:

\c a)
iff
there are positive integers B,C,Z and T such thaE:
(a) BC=bcardBfc
(b) BTa - CZ1 = c
rrvl lr-\ r- dirlidaq both BT ard CZ.
(ii) if w(M) has even lergth, Ehen there is a trnique Pair of integers
(B,C) for vi-r ich (a),(b) and (c) can tn1d, and an associated infinite
family of pairs (z,T) satisfyirg (b) arxl (c).
(iii) if !.r(lq) has even length, (B,c) is the unique Pair of integers
specified in (ii) and Z arfr T are minimal subject to conditions
(a) , (b) and (c) , then !{ = W(M) = Vr .Vrs( !,rhere:
V, = (B"t/c cz/c\
(i)

w(M) has even length

\z

T/

of (b) and. (c) takes the form:
(z;,r;) = (0'1).w'v with i ) s.

and the general solution

Proof: Usirg Lemna 5.2, a necessary and suEficienL conclition f-o r sr(M) to
EEiE- even lergth is that w shoutd facEorise as a prod Lrct v.vf,! $rhere V is
in P, " Accordirgly, suppose jhulrl*
,r\
-l-'t'f o
l"
\z
Tl
tt?
"- = W'. some i, by 'Ihn.5.4
V.vat csnmutes with M iff v.vJr
iff. bzT = cXY and XrY,z and T > 0 by Cor.7.l-.2
Note that a necessarv condition for bZT = cXY is that:
Z(b?r- cY1) = CXYT - cyzz = CY(XT - YZ) = cY
so that Z divides cY. the condition T Civides cX is likewise necessary.
Supposing then that cX = BT and cY = cz, it may be seen that
-

bzT=cXYandXT-YZ=l

are respeclive1y equivalent to the conditions:
bc = BC and BTI - CZz = c.
(+
Thus V.V€' and M conmute iff
there are positive integers B.C,z and T such that
Bc = bc ard BTz - CZ' = c, uhere cx = B-T and,cY = cz.
Moreover, there exists a v in P such tbat. v.Vdr = l.{r for some i iff
there are positive inhegers B.C.Z an'l T such that
BC = bc and condit.ions (b) and (c) in (i) hol-d.
Now w(M) is of even lergth provided that there is a facEorisation of Wl
with i odd. To impose this extra condition on i, it suffices to ensure that
V is not itself a power of W, that is (Thrn.6.4), does not itself ccmmute
i{i th I"1. But V commutes with M iff bz = cY and X = T, by Cor.?.I.2, and this
can be the consistent with (b) and (c) only if B = c and C = b.
To prove (iii) it suffices to observe that in view of the jsomoEphisn
between P, and Ar (Cor.2.2.5) there is a V in P, such that V.Vo' = W',with
i odd if and only if there is a solution V; for each odd i, and V; = W' \.
In part.icular, by Cor.6.4.2, the smallest values of Z and T for lhich
condit.ions (a),(b) and (c) are satisfied determine V, as exPlicitly
describeC in ( i i i) .
Tb prove (ii), it wilL suffice to sholr that each solution v; with i odd
is associated vri th the same pair of integers (B,C). Supftse that:
l^i =/x y) and-vi =lx Y\ wtrere x = BT/c ad \ = CZ/c.
\z Tl
\z xJ
To verify directly lhat V1*.= t^1.V1 and v; are associated $rith the sanre pair
of posiEive integers (B,C) , observe that:
c (YJ, + yZ) = xBT + bzz since cX = BT and cy = bz
= xBT + iBY since Bc = bc and Y = cz/c
= B(xT + zY)
and c(xY + yT) = C(zX + Zz\ similarJ.y.
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Cor.8.L.1: Let M and Wbe as in Prop.8.l, and suppose that \^r(M) has
lerrlth. lf (B,C,X,Y,Z,T) is a sextuple of positive integers, and

even

then the followirg are equivalen!:
(lJ V is in e,- ard V.VJf = !.Ii for some odcl i, anr3 B=cX/t, C=7Y/Z.
12) B,C,Z and T sat.isfy corditions (a),(b) and (c) of Prop.8.l(i) ,
X=B'l/ c t Y<,Z/c.
(3) v is in P,, B - .
= v-!MV.

and

v =lx Y\
\z rl

"n.r

and

(2)

(1) => (3)'

(3 :)

are proved equivalent

in the proof of prop.B.t.

-(1) Fro.n the proof of Prop.8.I,the relation bZT = cXY holdso v*rilst
sho!.,irs rhar c = or' - J(3T;t;":l;)r=="171'ur'. wirh rhe aid or rhese
relations, (3) can be verified by direct coroputation.
(3) => (I):
Since B = c, it is eviden! that V and M rlo ltot commute. However,
applyirg the anti-hcimornorph i sn ft Fg _(:l shor,/s that:
M = V"r)-,/ a c\ ve
wtrence v.vfrcdnnutes with M. 'n-ri" prouuYtlil

If M is as in Prop.8.l, w(M) has even lergth, and B'C,Z,T
V.
arE
deEineA
as in Prop.8.1(iii), then:
'
Cor. 8.1.2:

(i)

(ii)

Mr

.IBZC

and

= Vf)-'I" B\ vf

nu" un .)i o31t*ro*t. encodirr; with rninimal period
rev(int(v, ) ).int(v, ) , vhere v, = cap-t (vr ).

Proof: (i) Condition (3) of Cor.8.L.I is satisfied with V = Vf, and the
identity in (i) is obtained directly by application of T"

(ii) Let N denote the maErix / a B\.
\c al
By (i), condition (iii) of Cor.8.l.l is satisfied wiLh the matrix N in the
role of M by the sextuple lc,b,X=BT/c,Z,y<Z/c,T) of positive integers. By
Prop.8.I(ii) and Cor.8.I.l, any sextuple satisfying condj.tion (iii) of
Cor.8.1.l with N in the role of N is of the fo rm (c,b,P,0,R,S). But such
sextuples correspond one-to-one with sextuples satisfying condition (iii)
of Cor.8.1.1 as stated literally for M via the corrcspondence:
(c,b,P,QrR,S) <+ (B,C, P,R,Q,S)
given by appl icatiojr *of tEl anti-isogphisrn E. thus W(N) has the
factorisaEion v,'. (V,'F'= Y. .V,o, affi B/C has the specified encod irg.
'l
Remark: Cor.rs 8.1.1 and 8.1.2 deronstrate a reciprocal relalionship
beqween pairs (c,b) and (B,C) related as in Prop.8.1(ii) in the event that
Y b,/c has an even encodirg. For exargple, let b = 34 and c = 1. Then 'J b,/c has
the even encod ing (u' Iu^ .u'lus), and the appropriate vaLues of B and C
defined in Prop,B.I(ii) are B=2 ard C=l7. The reciprocal relationship
between the-pairs (c,b) and (B,C) is associated with the solubility of the
equation 34T;4 - Y'= 17, vlr iqh is satisfied when T = 3 and Y = I7, and
.{TA1 nas the encodirg i 1t ult.ltut'> .

cor, 8.1"3: Let M = /. b\€Q. rnen:
(" uJ
(i) w(M) has even lenlth iff
there are positive integers B,C,X anrJ Y such that:
(a*)BC=bcandC=b
(b*) CXz - By2 = b
anl (c*) b divides both CX and BY.
(ii) if w(M) has even J.ergth, then there is a unique pair of integers
(B,C) , the same as Lhat specified in Prop.8.L(ii), for which (a*),
(b*) and (c*) can hold, anC an associated infinite family of pairs
(X,Y) satisfyirg (b*) and (c*) .
(iii) if w(M) has even length, (B,C) is lhe unique pair of integers
specified in (ii) and X and Y are minimal subject to conditions
(a"), (b*) and (c*), then l^J = l^t(M) = V, .V,ft wfrere:

V, =lx

\Bv/b

Y\

cx,rb)

and the general solution of (b*) anQ (c*) takes the fo rrn:
(X;,Y; ) - (I ,(4).!r-'Vr r.rith i > 0.
a

Proof : w(M) is of even lerryth iff w(1"1") = int(w(lvl) ) is of er.,en length (seq
Lem,na 5.2, Cor.6.4.6 an'l Cor.I.I.l), and .Lhe application of Prop"B,l to r1r
leads to a facLorisation of h'(ivld) = (W(14) P as Yo.Y'. Inspection of the
forms of v, specified by Prop.8.I(iii) and Cor.B.1.3(iii) then establishes
that the pairs (BrC) specified in Prop.B.I and Cor.8.1.3(ii) coincide.
Remark: Cor.8.1.3 indicates that the as)4runetry between b and c in Prop.B.I
TETllusory. corrs 8.I"4 and 8.I.5 can be dualised in a similar fashion.
Cor.8 .1 .4 :
(

(

Fe-as in Prop.8.l where c is square-free. Then:
(i) w(u) has even length iff
there are positive integers B,C,Z and T such that
conditions (a) and (b) of Prop.8.1 are satisfied.
(ii)
and
if w(M) has even lergth then
there is a unique pair of positive integers (BrC)
crt-icFvim ^cndition (a) for which (b) can hold.

Let

ivt

Proof: (i) If-c is square-free, and BT1 - CZr^= c subject to BC = bcr then
c dfvides BCTa - (Cz)z, vihence c divides (Cz)z. But then c divides Czr as c
is square-free. Similarly, c divideS BT"

(ii) is an immediate consequence of Prop.8.1 (ii), and (i).
Remark: Ttre importance of condition (c) of Prop.B.t in the case when c is
not sguare-free can be illustrated by example. If c=8 and Fl then:
B=4 and C=2 leads to a solution of (b) with Z=I=2
and b/c = L/ (2,1=2) has the odd-u encodirr; <Izula>.
To see that Cor.B.l.4 (ii) is false in generalu 1et c=I2 and bpl. Then:
B=2 and C=5 leads to a soluEion of (b) with T=9 and Z--5.
In this exampl. e, b/c -- l/ GO) has the even encod irg (13u' 13 ), and the
minimaL values satisfyirxl (a),(b) and (c) of Prop.8.I (i) are:
B=3 , C=4 , 'I=4 and Z=3.
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Cor"8"I.4 (ii) provides a means of provirg the insolubility of certain
Diophantine'o*5i3'l'
rl?I :'i'i::"in:nliiii.lni!, and z=r
proves that 34Tz - zL = t has no solution. (c.f . t9I p.f10) . This facE can
also be inferred frcm the form of the encod ing of {34, viz:
<u51u*luf>

as the followirg corollary to Prop.8.I
Cor. 8.1.5: Let

shov's:

as in Prop.8.l, and let w=

w(1"1). Ttlen:
where
v = rev(int(v)
w can be exPressed
positive
and
T
such that
integers Z
iff there are
bT.
bTr - cZa = c and c divides

M be

as v.rev(v)

)

Proof: Let V, be the matrix defined in Prop.8.l (iii). By Lemma 5.2
v = rev(int(v) ) iff V =VJ iff c=c.
Herce v = rev(int(v)) iff (a),(b) and (c) can be satisfied subject to
B=b and C=c.

(An

i

alternative proof can be obtained directly from Cor.3.I.2(ii)).

Cor. 8.I.6:
Gt-m-ue as in Prop.B"l, and let w = w(M). If vr can be expressed as
' -v.rev(v) *here v-rev(int(v) ), then there are positive integers prq,r and s
such that b(r1 + sz) = c(pa + q}) and ps - qr = 1, and these conditions
imply that (pqq - rsb)z + (ptc - r2b)' = bc"
P

roof:

that w=v.rev(v) , wfrere v=rev(int(v) ) . Then v has the
t.rev(int(t) ). t€t. T = cap(t) and V = cap(v) be the matrices:

-suppose

lP
\r

q\ ard /x
sl
\Z

Y\

T,/

(
it- f^l
llei't a^'
rg
rv^rv l.\.tS that:
vvr.Jor.-r I ?
X = pa + 92, Y = z = pt +. qs and T = ra + sz.
But cX=BT by Prop.8.1.(iii), and B=b by Cor"8.1.5, wtrich proves
ivelv-

reqncr-f
!s-tEvurvsr_t'.

vJfrcJ

reove r:

Dart of Cor.8.1.6.
+ (plc-rab)r
ipqc-rsb)'
'^'=
_ 2pqrsbc _ zf !"k
o:.r
-6s [p"'i q1] + *bztrz + sal
=
1-pr1r,. i- s.l + ,itp" * qi1 - )pqr" - 2p1r. )
usirg the identity proved previously
= h:cr since ps-qr=I.
Mo

./.
'

fo nn

Remark:

the first

describes a method for representing appropr iate integers as
--e6r.8.1.6
the sun of two squares virich is closely related to a construction due to

Legendre. (See [D]

p. 119-I20 ) .
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59. odd pal indromic encodings.
Proposition 9.I: Let M = (a b\€Q. 'Ihen:
(i

Ic al

) w(l'l) is an odd pal ind rome if f

fhoro arc rnsif iva inJ-onorq F f' 7 and T SUCh that:
(a) BC.= bc (b) BT- - CZ^ = 2c
(c) c divides both BT and cz.

'

and (C) T-z and (CZ-BT\ /c are both even
if w(ltl) is an odd palindrome, then.there is a unique pair of integers
(B,c) for r"tr ich (a) through (d) can hold, and an associated infinite
fanily of pairs (Z,T) satisfyirg (b),(c) and (d) . Moreover:
w(t"l) is odd-u iff all solutions (z,T) satisfy T>Z>9,
and w(M) is odd-l iff aI1 solutions (z,T) satisfy zx>o"
if w(M) is an odd pal indrome, (B,C) is the unique pair of integers
specified in (ii) .rnd z arfr T are rninimal subject to conditions
(a) , (b) , (c) and (d) , then
either L'(M) is odd-u and h'= l'I(M) = V,^.g.y,^

(ii)

(iii)

(,

(

or

vn = lBr/c
\ z

(cz-BTl/zc\
(r-zJ /2 j

"t't"t.,

is odd-l and W = lrr(M) = Vr . L.Vr t*ttere:
V4 = I,FT-{.Z) /2c cz/c'1
\ (z-T)/2 r /
(iv) If w(M) is odd-u (resp. odd-l), and V is the matrix V.. (resp. Ve)
defined in (iii), Ehen the g eneral _so lut ion of (b),(c) gnd (d) is the
set of pairs \Z'r,Ti), v*rer9 T; = 2'ri + Zi (resp. zi = 2zi + Ti't ard
(zi,T;) = (0,1).WrVr with i > 0"
P

roof

--ol^

:

w(M)

^a-.ilro^ o'.rrdr
to that of Proposition 8.I.
Only the case when w(M) is an odd-u pal indrome is considered in the
proof, bu! the generalisation to the 'odd-l' case is stra ightfo rwa rd. The
use of the substiiutions x=2i+Y and z=22+T in place of Y=2!+X and t=2T+z is
the essential charge reguired.
Usirg Lemma 5.2, a necessary and sufficient condition for q$) to be an
odd-u pal indrome is that W should factorise as a prod uct v.U.Vo'lrhere v is
in P,' r and V is not a !o!le r of U. Accordirgly, let:
V =/X :.\ep, hirere X,Z andT > O andT 70"
^ *-^^6

,i

(*

tzth rj
M' iff

v.U.Vd( = 1,{l sorne i, by Thm.6.4
itE bz(zT+z) = cX(2Y+X) by Cor.?.1.2"
SubsLituting V=Z-y+x and f=Zi+z in Ehe above relltion gives "bzT=cXY",
whilst the condition xT-Yz=f transEorms to XT-YZ=2. Now Z divides 2cY is a
necessary condition for both bZT=cXY and XT-YZ=2 to hold (c.f. proof of
V.U.VoL cdrunutes

!"/i

Prop.B.I), s ince:

Z(bTI - cY1) = 6Xy'1' - cvaz = CY(XT - YZ) = 2"y
so that Z divides 2cY. ltre condition T divides 2cX is likewise necessarv.
Supposin? Ehen thaE 2cX = Ef and 2cY =e7., it may be seen that

bZT=cXYandXT-Yz=2

are respectively equivalent l-9 _the conditions:
4bc = BC and BT- - Cz- = 4c.
(a)
(b)
it will suffice to prove that both B and C are
To derive
and
necessarily even. Suppose then that e is odd, and E=4k infrere kGbc. The
relation 4il' - czL = 4l entails z even, wlrence T=2T+z is even, and X =
Er/Zc = (4k/c) (T/2). Now observe that any factor of 2 in c divides k, since
c cliviCes kd, and d is orld. Thus x has a factor 4, and accorci irgly both X
and Z are even, contradicting the supposition that V has deterrninant 1. A
similar argunent proves that 6
bu odd, whence E=2B, e=2c and
"a.,tot'
conditions (a) and (b) .hold.
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and (b) are nedessary corri itions for
there to exist a V such tha! W = V.U.V", for some i, To prove that
(a),(b)o(c), (d) sgbject. to T > z > 0 provide necessary arld sufficient
conditions for wi to possess a factorisation as V.U.V5t lana 6Gi$1EG
the proof of (i), since strh a factorisat.ion is possible at all only if i
is odd (conpare the proof of Prop.8.l)), it is enor:gh to shovr that
^^^,:tiri^-^
l;er
rur. Lr.ons /-\
1a; !1chrough (d) together with T ) Z > C auarantee that T and ?
can be calculated as norrnegalive integers Erom T and y.
Suppose then that (a) through (d) hold, that T>Z>0 but that CZ<BT. (No
other condition can obstruct the ccrnputation of T and Y) . In view of (c)
and the condition T>Z>fl, it must be that BT > CZ+c, whence:
(z+r) = cz + (c+c)z + c'
The above argunent proves that

rhus

{{

ef - cz-,

tY.aar'l':c't

> C+2c since Z > I
) 2c since BC = bc

is

non-zero"

This contradicts condition (b) .
For the proof of (ii)r the metho<l of proof used in Prop.8.l(ii), based
on the isomorphisn betvreen q arrl Ar, applies with minor changes.
Final1y, essentially as in the proof of Prop.B.l, the uniqueness of B
and C fo llorars frorn the observation thaL:
c(xx + yZ) = xBT + bzZ since cX = BT and cy = bz
= xBT + zBY since BC = bc ard y = CZ/c
= B(xT + zY)
= B(2(xT + zy) + {xZ + zx)l
and c(xY + yT) = C(zX + 7.2) sirailarly"
As in the case of even pal indromic encodirgs
complete sl/Ilunetry between b and c.

(c.f. Cor.8.I"3), there is

Cor. 9.1.I: Let M = tlla b\€o. then,
\c a I

(i)

w(M)

is

an odd palindrome

iff

there are positive integers B.C'X and Y such that:
(a*) BC = bc
(b*) CX2 - Byz = 2b
(c*) b divides both CX and BY.
ard (d*) Y-X arrj (CX-BY)^ are both even
(ii) if w(M) is an odd palindrome, then there is a unique pair of integers
(B,C), the same as that specified in Prop.9.J-(ii) , for wfrich (a*)
throtr3h (d*) can hold, and an associated infinite fanrily of pairs

satisfyirg (b*) r(c*) and (d*). r4oreover:
w(M) is odd-u iff. all solutions (X,Y) satisfy YX>0,
and w(M) is odd-l iff all solutions (XrY) satisfy X>Y>0"
(iii) if w(M) is an odd-u palindrone, (B,C) is the unique pair of integers
specified in (ii) and X and Y are minimal subject to conditions
(a*) , (b*) , (c*) and (d*) , then
either w(M) is odd-u and W = 1"/(M) = y,^.g.yo where:
(Y-x)/2 \
vll=/x
\BY,/b rcX_BY)/2b/
or e/(M) is odd-1 and W = l.l(M) = Vp.L.V4 raihere:
(X,Y)

vs =(6-Y)/2

\(BY-CX)/2b

Y \
/

CX,/b

(iv) If w(M) is odd-u (resp. odd-l), and V is Ehe natrix Vu- (resp. Ve)
defined in (iii), then the genera). solution of (b*),(c*) and (d*) is
the set of pairs (Xl ,Y; ), where ti = 27; + X; (resp. x; = Z4 + y; )
and (X;,Y; ) = (1,0) .wr\ with i ) Il.
Proof: (C.f . proof of Cor.8.1.3.) Apart from the coincidence between the
pairs (B,C) specified in Prop.9.l (ii) and Cor.9.t.l (ii) , the re:ltlt follo\^fs
directly from the app-IicaEion of Prop.g.I Lo the matrix Mo, and Ehe
observation that w(Mo) is odd-u iff w(M) is odd-l (see Lemma 5.2, Cor.6.4.6
and Cor.1.l.J.). Inspection of the expressions representing the matrix V,.
or Va in Prop.9.1 and Cor.g.1..1(iii) cornpletes the proof.
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of Prop.g.1, if c is odd, then:
In the cont.ext
(a),(b),(c) anC T-Z is even => (d).
To prove this, observe that either z or x = BT/c is necessaril.y odd,
since XI-YZ=]. Since T end z have the same parity, and c is odd, Z can only
bc o'ld, Fron (b), it then follows th.:E B and C also have the same parity,
and thus BT and CZ have the same pariLy, provinl (d).
Note also that if (a) through (d) hold then:
T>z 1=) CZ )t BT.
(If Cz >., BT then T > z since BT1 - CZr > 0, and the converse implication is
expliciE in the proof of Prop.9.l).
Similar observations applv in the context of Cor.9,I.1.

Remark:

To

simplify the discussion of odd-u and odd-l

pal ind romic encodings as

special cases of odd encodinTs, scme notation is useful.
L€L M be as in Prop.9.I, and suppose that w(M) is an odd pal indrome.

n^/ o 1 1/ii\
fhar' fhafe afe
in pr.rn-q Ifiil
,an'l
1c fB-C'l
is
as dtsnecifip.i
qr
rJ
v!!:Lu
r \rril
s,rv
\erv,
associated minimal solutions (XrY) and (zrT) of the equaLions:
BTL - czL = 2c and cxz - BY1 = 2b
respectively. The notation V(M) will be used to denote the matrix:

Y\

L\Lt

Ls LilclL

V

tr'll

,r,5 rIl

/X
rJ
lz
n4rr.:'ro

i
12 t 'l'h
r.rso n^1
i/?4rrrrre.'e

r,,1\ 'iS
urf
wUr/
l

T>z>5 and Y>X>0 (resp. Z>T>5 and X>Y>C).
L,,ci, v.- *ssp- i'v( \, "'1l
"',, denote the matrix:

If

i;,,1\ i,."=0..i__.
\Z "f
tl
\z 1)
wLere != (y-x) /2 and i--G-z) /2 iresp. A=(;-v) /z
The next

Lhen old-u (resp. odd-I) if
w(ltl) is odd-u ( resp. odd-I) ,

,,^.
ana. =
L= lL_-I.-.) )/ z ) .

corollaries are analogues of Cor.rs 8.1.1 and 8.1.2.

Cor. 9.1.2: Let M anC W be as in Prop.9.1, and supfJose that lv(M) is an
oAa-u lrEsp. odd-l) palindrome. If (e,c,x,Y,z,T) is a sextuple of positive
integers, such that B=cX/. T and C=cY/Z t anrl V and V respectively denote:
(x ?\(resP-/8 Y\) and fx li

\z 1)

tZ r)

[z r)

/2 and't=$!U/2 (resp. X=(x-y)/2 and Z=Q-t)/Zl, tnen the
following are equivalent: G(1) V is in P..'and
and v.vdLcommutes ,,ri th iu.
v.u.vJrc(resp. v.L.vJr) = l.fl for sorne odd i.
izi V i. in Pi
(3) B,C,Z and T satisfy conditions (a) throwh (d) of Prop.9.1(i)
subject to T>z>A (resp. z>T>3).
(4) B,C,X and Y satisfy conditions (a) through (d) of Cor.9.1.l(i)
subject to Y)X>o (resp. X>Y>fi). .
(5) V is in P,. andla C\ = V-'W.
( e u)

lrhere !=(Y-X)

Proof: the proof is simiiar to the proof of Cor.8.1.1. It. will be
convenient Lo suppose that v/(M) is an odd-u pal ind romet the odd-I case can
be treated in essentiallly the same manner.
(1) <=> (2) :
usinr the icentit.v
- xl-yz = 2, and the definitions of V and t:

c-

1\/i V\
=
!\tt
/*
\ zr .Y_)
t+Yzl
r.z TJ(o il\z x) 1r+Yz
matrix (2,2).

Thus
V.Vq' = D.V.U.V'T, 'nhere D is the diagonal
(I)
(2)
with
since
D
com"nutes
and
are equivalent by Thm. 6.4,
conditions
all matrices in P.
(2) and (3) are proved equivalent in lhe proof of Prop.9.1, and essentially
the se,rne argunent can be used to establ ish the equivalence of (2) and (4).

whencc

(2) => (s):

o | +ha ral rFion bZT = cXY holds, wtrilst
F/^n iho n:mF aF or^n
., _;iarr
-..;Yi;^:";.Y = zcz
showi rg that 2c = bTa - cYi. sirnilariy 28 = cXt - bz1 l^Ii th the
these relations, (5) can be verified by direct conrputaLion.

-

aid

oE

(s) => (I):

IZ to (a) sho!,/s that:
,,il.,1._;;,;;",.iii;x"
_."".
.'vy:yr,.j
^^^r.,;* !h^ rnti-homonorphisn

whence

'

V.V'L

commuLes r/ri

th

M.

la

aJ

cor. 9.1.3: Suppose that M is as in Prop" 9.1, and that w(M) is an odd
palindrome. If B and C are as in Prop.g.1(ii), and V and D respectively
denote V(M) and diagonal matrix <2,2>, then:
(i) w(M) = D-r..v-Vrt
tiij rq' = VYf'/a B\ VY-

Lca)_,rr

.

(iii) {8,/c has Lhe encodin'J (f), where r'= caP(f) = o-t.vt.v5.
Proof: As in the previous proof, w(M) is assuned to be an odd-u pal irrirome.
(i) By Prop.9.1 and Cor.9.1.2, the equiva}ent conditions of
cor.9.1.2 are satisfied with V = v,., and (i) follor,ls from the proof of
aar a 1 ?
(ii) Condit.ion (5) of Cor.9.I.2 is satisfieti with V = V6, and (ii) is
obtained directly by applyirg I.
(iii) The argunent used Eo prove -that (5) implies (f) in Cor.9.1.2
applies, and establishes that (Vl) " (vd) commutes with the matrix:
B\

,

la a)
\C

V = 2, direct cornputation shows that a1I entries of VT.v6 are
even, and that F is in P,. This proves (iii), since D cornmutes with all

Since det

matrices.

Cor.9.1.3 is only a partial. anal.ogue of cor.8.1,2' and the proof cannot
be_ eltended (compare the proof of Cor.B.I.2) to obLain an explicit form for
.1674 since vT ii not necissarily of the form v(N). rn fac!, the ser ing---11
in Cor.9.l.3 may be expressible as gt vrith r)I, anrl the encod irq of. ,IB/C
may be even, odd-l or odd-u palindromic, as the exanples below show.

J3

Exampl.e A:

A.loptirE Lhe notation of Prop.g.l, Eake a=k+l, b=kr and c=1, where k)I.
Note Lhat M is in P , so that lii(wl) =ia by Cor.6.4.I (iii) , whence t\r ( Ir0 = Uk LUk
by an easy induction. Tn tlris case, B=k+2 and C=k satisfy the conditions of
Prop.9.1(i) , since (k+2).I- - k.I^ = 2, By Prop.9.1(iii) ,

v=V(M) = / k+2 k\
1)
and, usirry Cor"9.I.2, Jhe expansion of JBlc has Lhe encod irq < €> , rr'i-rere
cap(f) = F = D-r,V,'.Vo. From this relation, F can be directly computed, arr3
proven equal to ULXU by incluction.

L-r

Ex.-rmple B:

(-

t.

Ier m arri n be positive integers, where n is odd and at least 3. In the
notetion of Prop.9.1, let a = mn-l , b = m(m*-2) and c= n.
As in the previous example, t"1 is in P , so that M+t(M). lvloreover:
m.na - lmnt- 2n).f = 2n,
whilst n divides both nn end rnna - 2n, and n-l and mn-mn"+2n are both even,
so that the conditions of Prop.9.l(i) are satisfied with B=n and c=(mn-2) I't.
77 n=)s+I 1 then the matrix defined in Prop.9.I(iii) is
V^ = 1m mr-I \
tl
r 't
t-'
anC an easy i nduc tivc argLrlrcnt proves thet. V,, = U'''' ' LlJ , so i.hat fb76 has
the encociinq <u^-'l ut'tlu"t}.
The en6o.J irg of .{E7d is described by the matrix F, as in
cor.9.t.2(iii), wfrich (by Cor"5.4.1(iii)) is in fact the matrix:
{a B\
\c

al

A simple inductive argLnient then proves that F = L"-, UL"oULo-,.
Thus, fVd has an odd-l encodirq if m is odd, and an even encodirg if m
is even and differs frorn 2n. In the exceptional case m=2n, the encoding of
JEld is <1"-'ul'-r), an odd-u palindromic encodirg.
(

the special cases B=b and C=c. or B=c arxl C=b, provide particularly
simple instances illustrating _Cor.9.I.3, and corresporid to the conditions
"v (M) = v(M)T" and "v(M) = v(14){r" respectively. They occur in particular
if FI, and b is a prime of Ehe fo rm 4r*3, rvhen the t\dc cases are
respectively associated with residues 3 and 7 nrodulo 8. (See Cor.I0.l.2).
In these cases, the correspond irq encodirgs also have relatively sitnPle
fonns, in some respects akin to the spec ial forms considered in Cor.8.1.5.
A few pre).iminary definitions are required:
Consider the Raney transducer RT(2) (see 55). RT(2) has tl|J states' D
and H, corresponding to Ehe diagonal mahrices (2,1) and <I.2> respectivel-y,
wbich are respectively associated witb the transformations v.'hich doubLe and
halve the value of input encodings.

Definition: An elsnent w of Af, is an accepEable input for state D (resp. H)
lT--EflZ|l in respond irg to input \,r when initially in sEate D (resP. H),
gives an output after the the last symbol of w is inpuE. Provided that e,
is an acceptable input for state D (resp. H) of RT(2), the notation 2w
(resp. (I/2)w) will be used for the associated output striBl.

JO

I€rTlna 9 .2 :

Let w be in at and let vi
ril w is an acceptable
vt = (u

(ii)
(iii)

w
!.r

\c
= ( a b\ iff
\2c A./
= la b\ i.f f

\c

'rnen:
b

\

-l

chrF6 n / r6c''\
ihl
wirere -; lr6cn

cap (2w)

2d)

H)

of Rr(2) iff
even

(a 2b\
\c dl
l2a b \
L c d)

relevant ergurnents are here presented under the assunption that
PT(2) is initially in state D. Similar argunents apply if H is the initial
-The
staLe, and (i) , (ii) and (iii) follow directly from the cornbination of the
Lwo cases,

(i) By inspeclion of RT(2). w is an acce'ptab]e input for state D of
RT(2) if and only
is in the regular set:
- iftiutw i-u*te
* ruiu * ltlxig+ ul)))+.
By inspecti.on of the Cayley diagram a-ssociated with the presentation:
( u,l : u'= 1^ = {uI), = l_ >
of SL(z,ZLJ (see Prop.7.2), w is an acceptable input vhich finally
transforms RT(2) to state D (resp. H) if and only if c (resp. d) is even.
(ii) and (iii) can be proved using the inducLive hypothes is:
" if the initial segment t of w has been input, v has been output, and
RT(2) is in state D (resp. H) then
r = cap(t) has the form / a b\ (resp. /a U\ I
tc 2dl
tzc dl
(resp.
b\ ) '
and V = cap(v) has the form /a 2b\
/2a d,/
\c
!c dl
It suffices to verify Cirectly that the inductive hypothesis remains valid
under each appropr iate subseguent transition of RT(2). For instance:
( a b\U =/ a a+b\
l. 2c dl
\2c 2c+d J
whilst i a 2b\ Ua = 1a 2(a+b)\
(c 2c+d/
\c dl
showing that the inductive hypothesis remains valid after the transition
u:u2 from D to D. The corresponding verifications for other transitions are
s imilar, and are omitted.

a^.

O l ,.

GE tl-UE Es in Prop.9.l, and $r(M) an odd palindrome. If (B,c) is
Prop.9.1(ii) , and V denotes V(1,1)., then the following are eguivalent;
ld,

as

in

D-v crrrq \--L

(b) v =

vt

(c) either w(t.l) is odd-u, and
e = t-tV is in p,, where q = cap-'(O) satisfies q= lI/2) rev(int(g) ),
or w (l,l) .is odd-I , and
tr-ltt y
:^
:- , where q = cap'(Q) saLisfies g = 2rev(int(g) ).
^ r"-u

Proof

:

and (b) are equivalent in view of Cor. 9.1.3 (i) and (iii) .
To see that (b) and (c) are equivalent, assurne thaL w(Ii) is odd-u"

-(a)
notation of Cor.9.I.2:
V=Vt iff y=2i+X=z

iff
iff
iff

A similar

z-x =

29

V, = LQ where Q hes the forn

c\
/P
\29 tl

bY Cot.2.2.I

V,. = lO where g = cap (Q) satisfies
C = 0/Zl rev ( inr (g) )
by I€mmas 5.2 and 9.2.
argument applies if vr (l'l) is ocjd-I ,

In

the

(

a^rOIq.

I'
I

'

(
1'
r*

Es in Prop.9.l, and w (l,r) an odd palindrome. If (B,c) is as in
Prop.9.l(ii), and V denotes V(M) , then the following are eguivalent:

TFE t t-be

(a) E=c and C=b
(b) V = Vor

(c) either w(M) is odd-I, anC
e = L-'V is in p,, .where q = cap-10) satisfies g = (I,/2)rev(g),
or w (i4) .is odd-u , and
Q = u-V is in {, where g = cap-'(Q) satisfies g = 2rev(q).

Proof:
(a) anC (b) are eguivalent by Cor. 9.1.3 (i) and (iii) , and Lenrna 5.2.
To see that (b) and (c) are eguivalent, assune that w(l{) is odd-u. In the
noEation of Cor.9.l.2:

V=V.T iff

(

iff

(

irr

.
(.,
(
(
(

(

(

(

(

f =2i+Z=X

= 2i r-^,^ L-^ Lhe
*L x-z
form
"" - "';;;"';r"^ ili-ci..z.z.r
rr/.\

.

( q i/

V,. = uQ

,"nu';

: ;r:;?nlo, satisries

by Lenmas 5.2 and 9"2.
a cini r:rr :,,dih6nt applies if w(t4) is o<jd-l.
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S

10.

Some numbe r- theo ret

ic

consequences.

ltre results of S's 3 and 9 can be used to give trore information about
the conLinued fraction expansions of certain quedratic irrationals. A
nurnber of results of this ttpe crre grouped together in this section as
corollaries to Proposition 10-1, which is a direct consequcnce of Prop.'s
3.1 and 9.1. This is a convenient

way

of presenting a set oE small

and

Civerse results, but the logical relacionship to ProposiEion I0.I is often
indirect.
Proposition 10.!:
If b and c are positive integers, and bc is not a sguare, then:
ei Eher

(E) there are positive integers B,c,z arrd T, r./ith
(El): BTa - cz'L = c vrhere B * c
and (E2): c divides both BT and Cz

'r

BC=bc, such

that

are positive.integers B,C,z and T, vrith BC=bc, such that
-(O) there(ol):
BT' - CZ' = 2c
(O2): c divicles both BT and Cz
and (o3) : T-Z and (BT1z) /c are both even
buE only one of the sets of conditions (E) and (c) can be satisfied.
l^ihichever cese applies, B and C are uniquely Cetermined, and there are
infinitely many associated values of z and T satisfying the appropriate set
of cond itions.
proof= tEE either has an odd or even encoding, and one - but only one - of
Eli;.ir'i^^.

e r rnA a r rnn] inc

Remark:
----E
case (E) applies, then gcd(T,Z) = 1.
If case (o) applies, then gcd(T,Z) is either I or 2. If moreover c is
odd, then T and z are necessarily both cdd, and gcd(T,z) = I.

Cor. 10.1.1 :
Let E End c be positive integers, ylgre b is even, and c is odd. Then:
(i) if b = 2t4 or 6(4), then {b,zc has an even palindromic encoding.
(ii.) if b / o (lz), ani' 6/€ has an odd palindromic encoding, then

,fV4d has an even pal ind romic

\

encoci ing .

Proof:
F^ h/^\16
fi\
:nd
fii\
l-^.athar
IE r./1 1I 'Oe C-.,,
^hrr6^i6hF
suppose that Jffi has an odd pa1 irrrromic encoding. By Prop.9.I' and the
rmrrrz :Fn,ra Fhere iS a
the equation:
---ci;
- solution of

*---;i;

= z.
that T and z are both odd. and BT and Cz have the same
parity. This ensures that both B and C are even, proving that bc=Bc=r'l (4)'
whence bpfi (4). F\lrthermore:
(*).
@/2)TL- rc/2)zz = c.......
Since c,T and Z crre odd, it now fo]Io,"s EhaL B/2 ar C/2 is even' provirg
rhat. BC=ft (8) and bFo (B).
/-_-_:_
By Prop.B.l, the solubility of (*) ensures that .lbl4c has an even
palindrornic encodirr; unlcss F/Z.=c, in which case (*) redr-rces to:

with

Bc=bc such

cTL - (b/4)zL = c.
modulo
B
then shor.,s that b,/4
Taking cong ruences
(32)
that brO
.
Remark:

The

is divisible by 8, provirq

condition b=t (8)r--is nor sufficient Lo ensurc that JVE has an
'
-F.rr
-- av
-.:ample,

{):) nas tne even' eriuuqln'J
-^a^Aina r,,?tr'J>
\u r u 2.
Both JEZ arcl J67T€ c.rn have orld encodinqs. For instance:
J96 ana Ol- have the encodirr3s <ul.Lul lu?j and <u+'1. u{> respecEively.

An..r.l i h.'

oclrl

of

The

results of S's I

nurnbers

of

and 9 provicle a simple
the form JF-, vrlrere p is prime.

classificaeion of

encod

irgs

Cor. 10.1.2: Let p be prime" fnen:
(i) p = 1(4) <=! .{F t'us an even encod irg
(=) pTL - ZL = 1 is soluble in positive integers.
(ii) P = 3131 1=> J-p- tras an odd-l encodirg
(=) pTa - Zz = 2 is sol"uble in positive integers.
(iii) P = 71s1 <=> {F: has-an odd-u encodirg
(=) Ti- pZL = 2 is soluble in positive integers.
1(4) => .tp has an even encod irg, by cor. 7.2.I
3

(B) =) pTa -

ZL

=

fin2,3,4,or

?

(8) sinc" fr,?ya:5"f '-?;tin"

I,

prop.l'r.
ir rhen rolrows .r,"i'|{"q5li":t; ;::t:*LTl'iili,t'",u
T(2, so that J!-has an odd-l encodirg.
(iii) p = 7191 => pT- - z- = frt3,4,5,or 7(8) since 9,1 and 4 are the
only quadratic residues modulo 8.
Froin Prop. I0.I, it then to]]ours thaL T2- - pZ' -- 2 has a :xiulion, aDd
"I>2, sc that {F- has an odd-u encoding.
To complete the proof, it. is enough to obser\re thaE the properties of
'havirg an eveVodd-1,/odd-u encodirgr are mutualLy exclusive conditions.
Frcm

Remark:

CorLS.L.Z proves some simpl-e properties of the i€gendre symbol, viz:
(-I/p') = I if p-1 (4)
(-2/p\ = I if p=3 (8)
such properri.=., o""u::{f: ,]=1o,ll 5l{3'n*" been used to sive a
simpler proof of the corollary, but it is of interest to derive the resuLt
from ele,nentary corg ruences.

a^?

Ifl

1 ?.

I€t ? End s be co-prime integers. rten ffE has an encod irg of the fo rm
-v.rev(v) where v=rev(int.(v) ) iff JiF also has
an encodirq of this form.
R, a^r

I 1 ("

.fiF tr"" an encodirg of the form v.rev(v) rfiere v=rev(int(v) )
iff rTr - sZL = s has a solution with s dividirg rT
iff rT1 - sZL = s has a solution with s dividirg T
iff rsTa - Zz = L has a solution in rcsitive inteqers.
iff JfE has a palirxiromic encocJ irg oi the requiru6 fo.*.
Ttre above corollary applies in particular to the case r*tere r-p
's=q, where p and q are both prime. A related resuft is:
Cor. Ifl.I"4:

and

te- F Ena g be clistinct primes, and suppo se that ./ pq has an even
-encodirq
of the form v.rev(v) '"here v I rev(int(v) ). then one or other of
ancl
tru= the encoi irg rev(v) .v.
{7F
WdDraaF.
R.rr Dr^h Q
one or other of the equations:
pT" - qZ' = I or {T2 - pZL = l
positive integers. The result then follor,s from
has a solution
1

Cor.8.I.2.
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of nurbers of the form fi, where p and a r ra hn l-h nr ima
can be classified usirg elenentary corgruences and nr^n6rt- i a< .! F l'ha
Legendre slmbol. (C.f . Cor.10.I.2) . Such a classification is presented in
tabular fo rm below. 'Ihe argunents used to construct the table are omittedt
they depend only upon !rivial congruences rnodulo 8 and results on the
quadratic character of -L,2 and -2 nrodulo a prime nunber which are
discussed in [D p.65-59].
The encodings

'I

a

D,Le

sunrnarising encodings of

@,

where

l

g are

ancl

Ie ot
?

=l /A\

even

'>qL - nza =
1n'r7 _ tL =
.fl,' - )?4 =

?

=?

/nl

even

9

=S /Rl

?

=?

lA\

L-L
L-r
.7
/'--a '

+I

4t' - 2z' =

Y-r r,

a-,

-l-

even

.^^Z
z9!

Y-Jr

t-tF

L-J

even

'>+L

\1-t ,
-'7

t-.,

n-1
L-L

l.FJt
lrJt
^-E
l-J,

\-Ltt
Y-LJt
+A 1
Y-i r,

-L
L
-

- nzI

=

p(IT!-zz=1

w$2-zl=1
- qZ2 = f

p1e
=1

rIl =?14\

=I /R\ =?tF\

=1 (B)

=( /R\
=s

(8)

VT^
odd

=7 (8)

=?

occurrence

t-),
\-.t J- t !-L I
\1-tJt') .rL
L-tr1
-a

-

/a\

=7 (B)

=3(4) =3(4)

-

qzz

=

\f-Lt,

prime.

r-J,

.e
I 'l
t. -?.

ae?
1

b1 1,,
f-r
yrLtr

m2
t-za
^t-'1.-

*11
lrrJt
rtt,\-1-tt
tF 1 ?
irL,a

Tz

- vszl

pTa

-' qza

- qZl =
qft - pzt =
pT1 - qza =
PTa

t-Lt
a,-! z:,
t-L,
u-e
.n-t 1
L-1tJ, n-aa
L-LL

't-

T= l

+1

?=)

n-41
^-A 1 .rql
t-L,
L-L '
Y-=J,
\1-rt
L-r
t-t,
L-L,
L-t
Er-L r t \j-r,t,

Flila-zz=
gt/-zL=
4tt - pZ^ =
=
=
=

-?a

&a)
\7'zr,
\j-at
-41

LF) t \l'-),
9...I t

L-J,
rr

,

9....-L

r-,

L

-I
-rJ-

'r.L

-l
+l

.n-,
L-1tt1 n-\
L-L
L-r.J., L-L
.r-',
ra-<
r.-J
a t-J,

-l

L'L.

6-L

-1

L-t t

..-L

-I

L-L,

L'L

t_L

+1

+I

connection with the table, it shouLd be noted lhat the entries and
exanples are representative of all the possible conditions r.trich can occur.
For example, if p=q3 (4) , then reference to the table shoe,,s that the
canonical equat.ion has just one possible form. Since (-l/p)= (-l/q)=-l, 2
sirecial case of the quadratic reciprocitv 1aw can be inferred.

In

note on factor isation.

Proposition 10.1 has some connection rvi th the problan of factorisaEion.
Reference to the above table shorus, for example, thaE the factorisation of
a product of the fonn rFpq, where p and q are primes of the form 4k+3, can

'in

principle' be

computecl

from the

encocl

irg of r'F.

IL is

thus

unsurprising that, at leasb with current techniques, the cornputation of the
periodic p.r r t. of .16- is in general infeasible for large n. Despite this,
Proposition 10.1 may be relev.rnt to the theory of factorisation, and does
provide the basis for the followirg factoris.rtion technique virich is
effective for snall inteqers.

4t

Algorithn IA.2z A heuristic factorisation technigue. interrded to find
non-trivial factor of a conpos ite integer n.

a

r.. !^ivuac d 1a-2si.rve integer multiplicr k.
2. Cgrifute tl)e 'f irst half.r of the- palindromic per iod w of the encding
; ^ ^mh, v.e
^F lr;
--,,.t !r- v such that w = v.rev(v) , v.u.rev(v) or v.I.rev(v)
^.-.
as eppropr iate.

3.
4.

Compute V = cap(v) , and compuLe B and C
Compute GCD(8,n) to determine whether a
obta ined .

Notes on

using prop.8.1

or.9.l(iii).
non-trivial factor has been

Alqorithm 10.2 "

1" Algorithnr 10.2 bears a superficial resemblance to a factorisation
technique deveioped by D.H.Lehmer and R"E.powers after Legendre, and
<iescr ibed and illustrated in [K] p.351, and IBMJ, ]t sl-rould be noted that
the Lehine r-Po!,re r s nethod nay require only a snall nunber of convergents of
J[6 to obtain a factorisatio-n of -n, wtrilsi llgorithn 10.2 could onl! be of
pracLical interest if aI Lernative methods for computing the continued
fracLion expansions of quadratic irrationals could be found (see Example 2
beLow, and tXl p"353). The computational consiCelabions discussed below are
thus of acarlemic rather than practical interest, at least at present. In
this connection, it should al-so be noted that the efficient algorithm for
deciding the solvability or unsolvabil ity of the eguat.ion X2 - Dyz = -1
described in [L] reguires a complete pr ine factorisation of D as input.
2. As far as the choice of k is concerned, it may be possible in
special cases to describe a class of multipliers givi.ng a high probability
of factorisation 'in principle'. For instance, if n=pg vhere p and q are
resp€ctively congruent to I and 5 nodulo 8, then elementary congruences and
properties of the Legendre slanbol show that if k is a pr ime of the form
4k+3 which is not a guadratic residue nodulo p, then Algorithm 10.2 'in
principle' determines the factorisation of n. If n is large, it seems
doubeful i,,hether any choice of k can mal..e the cornputation of the periodic
part of ./kn feasible in general (using a standard algorithm). See tL] and
[1.]&Bl for a discussion of related topics.
3. The co;npuiation of V is naturally carried out in conjunction with
the computation of v. Even vrhen n is small_, the computalion of V lnay
involve cal-cuLations with enormous integers, (If the encod ing of v has 2r
or rTore exponents, then the maLrix V Lrs entrjes at lcast as large as the
r-th Fibonacci number. ) Since B and C are determined exactly if csnputed
modulo a base p)n, it is expeclient to ccmpute the entriei of V nodulo a
suj.tably large base p. Since B and C are typically determined from
eguations of the forn B = x/E, C = y/z \.rhefe xry,z and t are cdnputeC
without using division, a base p is suitable provided that GCD(p,t) =
GCD(p,z) = 1. Any risk of failure on account of non-trivial rcD's can be
overcome by performing calculations rnodulo a nwnber of primes and using
Ch inese-r erna inder ing
technigues, or vorking modulo n itself. The
effectj.veness of working modulo n can be illustrated under the assunption
that Ji- has an even encoding. h that event, prop.8.1 shows that
C = Y/Z rphere BC=bc and BTa - CZa = I.
Sincc ts and Z are coprime and B=1, it is irnpossible for n to divide Z, and
either Z has a multiplicative inverse rodulo n, or rcD(n,Z) is a nontrivial factor of n. (Similar arguments apply if .fff' has an odd encoding. )
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Il-Iustrative

examples :

matrix v, ccxnputec ah step 3 in AlgoriLfrm 10.2, wi"Il be denoted by:
/x Y\
noEaEion
Example

lz "!l
is otherwise as in Algorithm

]C.2.

l:

----%E i ne ttttt anc take k = 1 , The exponents of the encod ing of
195,2, 2, 4, 5, 2,7,1, 4L, 3,L, I, 4,7, I,3, 41,,I,7,2, 5, 4,2, 2,I95
even
encoding
- and the coefficients of V are as follows:
- an
x = 66303355, v -- I'70162252, z = 629tI2, T = 1617155.
By Prop.8.l, B= X/T = 41, and C = y/Z = 271-, ,nhence n = 41.271 .

'/n-

are :

Example 2:
---i€E i = 1972q9 and take k=1. The continued fracEion expansion of .,f n in
this case has 776 terms and an even encoding, and the coeffic.ients of V are
ccrnpuEed modulo the prime p = 2748779?t6899 as foLlows:
x=120484871765 ' v=124264692767 , z=7337124391', T= 185699117569.
The mulLiplicat.ive inverse of T modulo p is 16S8U613C5B, and that of z is
6236A244984, and B and C

are

compu te-rJ

nrodulo

p as 199 and 991 respectively.

Example 3:

324851. A few possible choices of multiplier k are considered.
illustrat.ion,
and the stra ightforv/ard numerical calculations are
by way of
suppressed.
Taking k=I leads to a continued fraction expansion of 46 terms, which
has an odd-I encoding. The strinE v here has the exponents:
569

,1r22

13

,I

13

,I rI ,2,)- ,r 13 ,2 ,r

,L 13 ,2 13 ,r

,r ,7 ,1I 12,284

have the characteristics described in
Cor.9.1.6. (iii). Indeed, there is no non-t.rivia1 fectorisation of n in this
Taking k=2 and k=3 leads to expansions of nr.:rnerical length 1I4 and 4g
respectively. rn both cases, the resulting factorisation is trivial; if
k=2, then B = 32485L and C = 2, whilst if k=3, then B = 3, and C = 32485I.
Choosing k=5 leads to an expansion of numerical length 72 which has an
odd-u encoding, and v has the sequence of exponents:
which is easily seen to

5,r, r, 2, 2,r, r,36, 2, r, 4,
L,7,2,I, 4,I,23, 4,r,L,13,r,1,8,1,1, 1, I.
In this case, 8=577, and n factorises as 563"577.
r2'l 4, 2, 6, 5,3,r,7,

Example 4:

Let n be the FeEilat number Fs = 4294967297. In this case, k=l is an
unsuitable rultiplier, since n is of the form r1+l and .fh' has the expansion
It;Zt,2r, ... l, rvith a nunerical perioi of o<id lenqth, Taking k=10 leads
to a continued fraction expansion of length 1816 for Jki-, coiresponding to
an even encoding. In this case, B = 641, and the facborisation of n as
641.67A94T7

is

obtained.

l
Concluding remarks

3

literature on quadratic forms is so vast that it is difficult to
r*tr ich the resul-ts of the later sections of this pape r
have been explicilly or implicitly anticipated.
The derivation of Pell's equation followirq Prop.?.1 is clearly
connected with the classical relationship between Pell-rs equation and
autornorphisns of fo rms of given discrininant (see e.g. Gauss [G] .Art.162).
There are also paraI1el.s betideen theorem 6.4 and the study of periods of
reduced forms of positive discriminant D as described in [c] Artrs 185-188.
the results of Prop"8.l and 9.1 sesn to be related to the study of the
2-ccrnponent of the group of equivalence .classes of binary quadratic fo rms
with a fixed positive discriminant (see e.g. CasseLs ICI Chapter 14,
Section 6). The latter topic has been stdied by Shanks in connection with
a theo ry of factorisation (see [SH] ) "
The

assess the extent to
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Appendix

l:

Suppose that. M is an arbitrary 2x2 integer matrix with integer entries,
and EhaE x is a (finitc) non-zero real numbcr. (The easy special cases
x = -6,0 or +d can be ciealt v/ith separately) . The algorithm outlined
be1ow, which differs fro-n that given by Raney in [F] only in ,,ninor
respeces, can be used to reduce the conrputation of l4[x] to a compuEation of
tltyl whcrc t.l is in P and y is in R-. At each step in the algoriLhm, i4 and
x are transformed in such a r"ay that successive values of l4[x] are simply

rela ted

{

.

=/a b\ initially, and x = lxcixt,xa, ... I where xo may be ( 0 .
\c d/
In the sequef, arb,c,d wi]l be used Eo denote the appropriate current
entries in the array ll ]

I"t

+11 :=fb a\;x:=l/xfi
\d c)
(b+a/x)
(d+c,/x)
(ax+b),/(cx+d)
so l,![x] unchanged.
|
/
=
det M > 0 is achieved, anC det i4 is thereafter invariant ]
if xo ( O -> M:= MU"o; x := x - xo'l!
I x ), A is achieved, and 1.1[x] is unch:nged by Prog. 2.f (iii]

ifdctM<0

docd<0 +
if x.<L + t4
llx>I +{"1
fi

]

:= !':Lr x .= x/ (l-x'l
:= I'lU; x := x-1

od

J-x remains ).6, and M{xl is unchanged by Prop.2.I.
Termination of the loop is guaranteed since both c and d are non-zero and
the assignrnents ll := IIU and M := l.4L both properly increase the val-ue of
the product cd.
This step achieves cd > 0 ]

ifc16 ord(6 -+ M:=-Mfi
Ittris step achieves c ), b and-d >, 0 \

ifd=0andxl6
do x.(

+
1

M .= M ll.

-> ll:= l4L; x := x/(I-x)

oC;

x:=x-1

) 0, Lhere are 3 possible cases prior to this
(a)canddboth>0

T-Since ad-bc

(b) a > 0, d > 0 and c = 0
(c) b < lJ, c > 0 and d = 0
Only in case (c) does the if -clause app1y.

step:

If d = x = At then the

reguired resul,t is -o, otherwise repeated reglacement of x by x/ (I-xl
i.ncreases x until ultimately x is at least 1. But then the assigrunent
I'i := lrlU ensures c=d > 0. Thus this step achieves an t4 satisfying (a) or
(b).without altering i,l[x] . (See Prop. 2.1 (iii) and (iv) ) ]

UeP + M := UI'l; s:=s+l od
IOn termination of thlc I oop-Ehe reguired answer is M[x]-s, in view of
Prop.2.1 (i) .
To prove t.hat. terminDtion occurs it is sufficient to observe that adding
a suitably large multiple of the ro\r (c,d) to (a,b) will necessarily make
a and b non-negative, thereby insuring thaE Il is in P. i
do
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Append i

('

x

2:

The Eransition diagrans of the Raney Lransducers RT(2) ,RT(4) and
are appended. RT(2) has two states, represented by the matrices:

H=

(h T

^*

D=

(r,

RT(6)

?J.
one of wtr ich is trivial and conprises the
diagonal matrix (202). The non-trivial conponent has four states

RT(4) has tqrf, ccrnponents,

represented by the matr ices:

A = (i o\, B = 14 o\, R = /? q\,s
\1 2l
\o r/
\o 4l

I\.
\0 2)

,\ | (<J

|l:s-'

t3*, o{3

{1r

46
Di ag rams indicatirg fixpoint c1e1es of states in RT(13) and Rf,(19)
appended (see 56) " Only those transitions appearirg in a fixpoint c)rcle

in

represented

s upe

r imposed

these diagrarns, and, for convenience,
on a sirgle diagram where appropriate.

fixpoint

followirg tables record representative subsets of the
arise as fixpoints i.n these cases:
The

Table for RT(13):

int

State

ft

(i
(?

c

(u1u)

J t

q t

I
7

I

vJ -

L

(!Fe-s)/2

J

<lu1>

<fu(>
<1uc 1>

5

Table for

E).F/lQl.

State

Encod

(z ;)

,t5/6

<1u'o 1>

(: 3)

J 2/3

<1u91>

(i i)

(1+J:s)

('^ 3)

(r+ffr)

l2 1\
(t
M)

ffi-a
G-z

(t
(l ;)
1)

(t+t5t /z

<ul>
{uI3 ul
<1t u8>

<1r u+>

us

l>

encod

cycles

irqs

which

oa1

.lo

{

.J

n

-o
i"l o

\ -:

+t

I

+l

3

P

Cr.rt O

d

'3

I

.l

)

i
/'-->
O..

.-.=>
-o
-n

cf
()

o
(D

f
f

...|

-t fr

PJ
<! -.

)."

5

fl
qJ

F.^t

Jcr

./i !,1
\-:---/

-f
:
7

A

-\i
F a'l

*
O,,,

J

-F o.

FJ

€__>

_J

4..f
_rl

x

-v1

lr ^l

aJ .^l

4r -F

\-i
{
,&i

-

-
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